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Presidential 
college visit 
President Obama 
hopes to rebuild econ- 
omy, shares plan at 
Georgetown University 
| Page 3 
He is back 
Columnist Josh 
Whetherholt talks 
about former Vice 
President Dick 
Cheney's return to 
broadcast television 
| Page 4 
Collectors to 
offer millions 
for rare-coin 
A rare 1804 Adams- 
Carter silver dollar 
will be auctioned 
this weekend and is 
expected to go for over 
2 million dollars. 
| Page 11 
Misleading 
health report 
One million people 
may be at risk of con- 
taminated water near a 
North Carolina Marine 
base thanks to a faulty 
report | Page 10 
One more 
Democrat 
In a sudden move, 
Pennsylvania Senator 
Arlen Specter switched 
parties after finding 
himself at odds with 
the Republican Party 
| Page 9 
At home on the 
ball field 
Junior left fielder 
Susan Sontag comes 
from a long line of 
ballplayers and a fam- 
ily who supports her 
efforts on and off the 
field | Page 7 
I What do you know about your USG Senators? 
KYLEPETITJEAN 
Sophomore. Film Production 
"I know they made 
campaign promises 
that they probably 
won't follow through 
on." | Page 4 
Students offered dental option 
By Alison Lodg. 
Reporter 
The University will be giving stu- 
dents something to smile about 
this academic school year. 
A student dental Insurance plan 
through Aetna, the same company 
the University uses for its student 
health insurance plan, will be 
offered beginning August I. 
According to Aema's Web site, 
the plan will be available to all 
students and will cost an annual 
premium of S244. Additional plans 
are also being offered for married 
students and students with fami- 
lies. 
The plan will cover 100 percent 
of all preventative rare, including 
two cleanings a year. Basic care, 
such as fillings, will be covered at 
80 percent with participating pro- 
viders. Fifty percent of any major 
"I don't go 
[to the dentist] 
now because it's so 
expensive." 
' : ' 
dental work will be covered, which 
includes bridges. r(H)t canals and 
the 
20C 
USG :ors 
By Becky T.n.r 
Reporter 
In light of the Stroh Center 
Referendum, many stu- 
dents    are    asking   whether 
any procedure dune under anes- 
thesia Students will have a maxi- 
mum SHKHI deductible. 
lunior Kyle Sherman said he 
is still covered under his parents 
health Insurance, but has no den- 
tal insurance 
"I don't go |lo the dentist] now 
becauseit'sscH'vpnisivr. "Sherman 
said. "It's rcallv expensive." 
Sherman said he would defi- 
nitely hi1 interested ill a denial 
the Undergraduate Student 
Government adequately repre- 
sents the student body I lere are 
the up-and-coming senators for 
the 2009-2010 school year. Do 
they represent you? 
plan through the University as 
long as he could go to dentists in 
the Bowling Green area. 
Students will have the oppor- 
tunity to choose their own den 
tisi using the Aetna Dental Online 
Provider director) that will link 
them to all participating dental 
offices, 
Student Insurance Specialist 
Ann Cromle) said there are cur- 
rently :wi In-netwotk primary care 
dentists within 15 miles from the 
University, 
( romley said the University 
hopes to have everything in place 
lor students to sign up In May 
lit Students can (house annual 
coverage from August I through 
|uly3l at the$244 rate or may opt 
in sign up for the spring/summer 
semester only for $144. 
\n outline of the plan being 
offered can be found on the Aetna 
Student Health Weh site at WWW 
aemastudentheatth.com. 
Justin Albright 
Position: Senator At Large 
Year: Junior 
Major: Political Science and Interpersonal 
Communications 
Involvement: Delta Chi and Interfraternity 
Council 
Interesting fact: Was the first baby born in 
Dayton for the year of 1986. 
Leo Almeida 
Position: Senator At Large 
Year: Junior 
Major: Ethnic Studies/Pre-Law 
Involvement: President of the Leadership 
Academy. Mortar Board. Phi Kappa Phi and 
the Ethnic Student Center Committee 
Interesting Fact: Recently became a U.S. 
Citizen 
Robert Bell 
Position: Senator At Large 
Year: Junior 
Major: Neuroscience 
Involvement: SMART. HUE. Project 
Excellence 
Interesting Fact: Loves jeans. 
Scott Bilbrey 
Position: Off Campus Senator 
Year: Sophomore 
Major: Public Relations 
Involvement: Event Coordinator for Beyond 
Words Journalism Workshop 
Interesting Fact: None given 
Jamie Bruclcer 
Position: Senator At Large 
Year: Sophomore 
Major: Business 
Involvement: Phi Mu Alpha 
Interesting Fact: Is going to be a funeral 
home director. 
Cassandra Collier 
Position: Senator At Large 
Year: Freshman 
Major: Theater 
Involvement: Arts Village and Steel 
Drum Ensemble 
Interesting Fact: Was recruited to be the 
ringleader of a traveling Ohio circus 
Paul Conley 
Position: Off Campus Senator 
Year: Sophomore 
Major: Sports Management 
Involvement: Sport Management 
Alliance- Vice President. Inter Fraternal 
Council- Intramural Chair. Student Budget 
Committee and Pi Kappa Alpha 
Interesting Fact: Is a Miami Dolphins Fan 
Ryan Eckel 
Position: College of Technology Senator 
Year: Junior 
Major: Flight Technology and Operations 
Involvement: BGSU Flight School 
Interesting Fact: Is a licensed pilot. 
Joseph Edens 
Position: Education Senator 
Year: Sophomore 
Major: History Education 
Involvement: College Democrats 
Interesting Fact: Can do the splits 
Jeremy England 
Position: Musical Arts Senator 
Year: Sophomore 
Major: Voca! Music Education 
Involvement: Phi Mu Alpha, ROTC. 
Perishing Rifles and A Capella Choir 
Interesting Fact: Has been deployed to 
the Middle East. 
SENATORS 
E-cigarettes receive mixed reviews 
By Jasper Bekkers 
Reporter 
For smokers across America, 
there is now an alternative to 
the traditional cigarettes sold in 
packs of 20. 
The electronic cigarette, also 
known as an e-cigarette, is a 
stainless steel tube filled with 
liquid nicotine and powered by 
a battery. Users puff on them like 
regular cigarettes, but instead of 
smoke, the e-cigarette produces 
a fine, heated mist that absorbs 
into the lungs. 
For Bowling Green Graduate 
Nick Wray, the e-cigarette gives 
him his shot of nicotine without 
getting the negative side-effects 
from tobacco. He started smok- 
ing electronic cigarettes two 
days before the tax increase on 
BfNLOHMAN     I-' 
NO TOBACCO: Graduate student Nick Wray puffs on His ecioaieue This new form of 
cigarette allows the user to smoke just nicotine without the other harmful chemicals 
regular tobacco in March. 
But while many e-cigarette 
users love the new opportunities 
the smokes provide. The World 
Health Organization, which is 
a United Nations organization 
dealing with public health, said 
See SMOKES | Page 2 
Abstinence hit gas store shelves 
By Phil Torres 
Reporter 
The convenience store that 
offers "fast, friendly service 
and a quality shopping expe- 
rience" now offers absti- 
nence. 
The Circle K located on 425 
U'ooster Street started selling 
purity rings a few weeks ago, 
however they were recent- 
ly rotated out for another 
novelty item, Cashier Sara 
McGuIre said. 
Purity rings are pieces of 
jewelry worn to signify a 
pledge to sexual abstinence 
until marriage. 
To put the idea of alisli 
nence Into perspective, a 
Gallup poll conducted \ug. 
8. 2004 polled a total of 439 
boys and  girls  ages   13-17 
aboul the idea of abstain- 
ing from sex until marriage. 
A total of 56 percent polled 
said young people should 
abstain until marriage, while 
the other 42 percent said it 
doesn't matter one way or 
another. 
luniot Nathanael Hein, 
who is active in Campus 
Crusade for Christ, feels 
purity rings are a good idea 
for anyone in a relationship. 
"Not only from a religious 
aspect but from an emo- 
tional aspect, people our age 
are so underdeveloped that 
sex ruins relationships he 
said. 
He also thinks it was a 
bad idea Circle K sold puri- 
See PURITY | Page 5 
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12:30 P.M. 
Complainant reported a 6-foot, 
white male attempted to purchase 
several items with a stolen credit 
card at Dorm Daze. 
3:16 P.M. 
Complainant reported he was miss 
tng his Wells Fargo debit and credit 
card from his wallet after having it 
returned form a lost-and-found 
3:43 P.M. 
Jonathon Suber. 20. of Fostoria. 
Ohio, was arrested for domestic 
violence and assault after causing 
physical harm to a female victim 
pregnant with his child by grabbing 
ind dragging her into the hallway 
of an apartment complex on East 
Reed Avenue. Suber slammed her 
into a wall and the bathroom floor 
before putting his knees in her back 
and shoulders and pulling her arms, 
grabbing her face and neck and 
attempting to kiss her. 
SMOKES 
From Page 1 
(hey do not think the e-cigarette 
is a proven nicotine replacement 
therapy. 
"[The World Health 
Organization! has no scientific 
evidence to confirm the prod- 
uct's safety and efficacy." they 
said in a press release. 
Also, the Food and Drug 
Administration is investigating 
electronic cigarettes. They have 
already banned e-cigarettes, e 
cigars and e-pipes from crossing 
the border because they con- 
sider these products new drugs 
which need their approval. 
FDA Spokeswoman Rita 
Chappelle told the National 
Public Radio their agency is 
concerned about the potential 
for addiction and abuse when 
it comes to electronic tobacco 
sources. 
"Some people may perceive 
these products to be safer alter- 
natives," Chappelle said. 
However, Wray does not agree 
because he said he only sees the 
benefits from smoking liquid 
nicotine. 
According to him, he got his 
SENATORS 
From Page 2 
ElyseFaulk 
Position: Senator At Large 
Year: Junior 
Major: Political Science 
Involvement: Tau Beta Sigma. College 
Democrats. Athletic Band and Marching Band 
Interesting Fact: Was a Girl Scout Tor 13 years. 
Andrew Fortlage 
Position: Senator At Large 
Year: Junior 
Major: Geography and Psychology 
Involvement: College Democrats. 
Progress BG 
Interesting Fact: Has been to Disney 
World 25 times. 
Nadia Gibbons 
Position: Off Campus Senator 
Year: Junior 
Major: Psychology 
Involvement: Offenhauer Hall Council's 
Executive Board and the Black Student 
Union Executive Board 
Interesting Fact: Does not have a driver 
Michelle Haldman 
Position: Minority Affairs Senator 
Year: Junior 
Major: Psychology and Premed 
Involvement: Asian Communities 
United. The Obsidian Magazine 
Interesting Fact: Her idol is Kimora 
Lee Simmons. 
Merissa Hall 
Position: Senator At Large 
Year: Junior 
Major: Political Science 
Involvement: None given 
Interesting Fact: None given 
Senators Ashley Hannah, Tim Gribble, 
Molly Albertson and Andrew Reed were 
unavailable for comment. 
PHOTOS PROVIDED BY MHYKHIAl S£K»I0RS AND FACE80OK COM 
smell back after two weeks of 
smoking electronically, and 
was less exhausted. He said 
he could also smoke with his 
girlfriend around since e-ciga- 
retls produce no secondhand 
smoke. 
"There are some limitations," 
Wray said. "You always need 
to make sure the battery is 
charged, but smoking electron- 
ically saves me a lot of money." 
Before Wray started smok- 
ing liquid nicotine, a pack a 
day was his normal habit. The 
average price for a pack today is 
Sean Lutzmann 
Position: Senator At Large 
Year: Junior 
Major: Political Science 
Involvement: College Democrats 
Wood County Democratic Paily, Pi 
Sigma Alpha, Progress BG 
Interesting Fact: Two major goals in 
USG for next semester are addressing 
the crosswalk situation on Mercer and 
establishing monthly USG Town HaH 
meetings throughout campus. 
Victor Manfred! 
Position: Health and Human Services 
Senator 
Year: Junior 
Major: Criminal Justice 
Involvement: None given 
Interesting Fact: Is an avid bowler who is 
also a fan of ventriloquism. 
Ashley Marvin 
Position: Senator At Large 
Year: Freshman 
Major: Construction Management 
Involvement: Alpha Xi Delta, Rec. 
Center Employee 
Interesting Fact: She is left-handed 
Danielle McConnell 
Position: Arts and Sciences Senator 
Year: Freshman 
Major: Political Science 
Involvement: College Democrats 
Interesting Fact; Ultimate 903I is to 
work in Parliament in the British House 
of Commons. 
Nicholas North 
Position: Business Administration 
Senator 
Year. Sophomore 
Major: Accounting and Finance 
Involvement: Delta Sigma Pi, 
Residence Life 
Interesting Fact: Extremely Spirited 
with all organizations he's involved with. 
Christopher Schiazza 
Position: Off Campus Senator 
Year: Junior 
Major: History 
Involvement: Delta Chi Fraternity, IFC 
Cabinet.UNIV Peer Facilitator and 
Order of Omega 
Interesting Fact: Was Freddie Falcon 
Sarah Shtpard 
Position: Off Campus Senator 
Year: Junior 
Major: Political Science and 
International Studies 
Involvement: Alpha Omicron Pi 
Sorority. Order of Omega. Dance 
Marathon, University Dinning Services 
Advisory Board Committee. Ohio State 
4-H Leadership Camp Counselor 
Interesting Fact: Can make water drop 
Clayton Stewart 
Position: Senator At Large 
Year: Freshman 
*    Major: Supply Chain Management 
Involvement: Dean's Advisory Cound, 
Student Alumni Connection, Bowing 
Green Equestrian Team. Association for 
Operations Management (APICS) and a 
campus tour guide. 
Interesting Fact: Ran the Columbus 
Marathon. 
Dominic Wells 
i Senator Position: Off Campu 
Year: Sophomore 
Major Political Science 
Involvement: College Democrats and 
Supervisor at McDonald Cafeteria 
Interesting Fact: Has dyed his hair four 
different colors in the last year. 
Nathan Whitman 
Position: Off Campus Senator 
Year: Sophomore 
Major: Secondary Education 
Involvement: College Democrats and 
is a campus tour guide 
Interesting Fact: Spoke to Barack 
Obama on the phone. 
around $5, and he would spend 
around S70 for two weeks of 
smoking. For a 10 ml. cartridge 
of liquid nicotine, Wray pays 
around $10, and the cartridge 
generally lasts him two weeks. 
But besides the liquid nico- 
tine, users also need to have 
an e-smoking starter kit. 
According to Wray the average 
price is between $50 to $70. 
"Do not get them for 180 dol- 
lars," he said. "Make sure you do 
your homework on the Internet, 
read and review before buying 
one." 
visit us online 
@ 
BG Views 
ATTENTION BG! 
SEMESTER IEASES 
HOWAVMIABLEFOR 
FALL 2009 
Semester Leases 
GREENBRIAR, INC. 
352-1717 
445 E. WOOSTER 
^greenbriarrentals.com 
HOURS 
Monday - Friday: 10:00 - 5:30 
Sat: 10:00-2:00 
The Perfect       -, 
• Money clips, Key rings, 
personalized BGSU pieces 
And much more! 
MEflCA 
Management Inc. 
1045 N. Main 7B 
419-353-5800 
info@meccabg.com 
This and other into to make your search easier. 
Stop by or call our oltice lor updates on openings 
www.meccabg.com 
Log on today to view: 
Our 2009-10 listing 
Pictures ■ 
Map of locations 
Paperwork 
KLEVERS JEWELRY 
1039 Haskins RD. Bowling Green   419-353-6691 
Springtime Savings 
Bring In Your Vehicle For All Of Your Car Care 
IWfy 
1 Auto Service 
Centers 
Air Conditioning • Brakes • Exhaust • General Maintenance 
Heating A Cooling • lube/OII/FIHer • Shocks & Struts 
Starting ft Charging • And Much Moral 
Brake A Exhaust Inspections Are A/ways FREE! 
! OUR "Good," "Better" 
i or "Best" OIL CHANGE 
$E>00 
9 OFF 
See store tot details. *ln lieu ol other offers.   — _ 
■ Most care and light trucks. -£~ 
11       * LIFETIME WARRANTED * 
BRAKE SERVICE 
AWHEEL $50 OFF 
Bowling Green 
(419) 353-2444 
$25 0FF 
We Offer Complete Automotive Repair r 
2-WHEEL... 
Saw on our complete Ime of lifetime warranted brake 
.  pads and shoes - good for as long as you own your 
11 car. "Ceramic pods earn. Additional less may 
apply In lieu of other otters. Most cars and        Iur, 
light trucks. — 
I 
90 am, 
noimzusT 1087 S. Main Street    "«>ron««D 
Next to Pizza Hut 
we  | 
l 
l 
l 
TUFFY BUCKS $4 Eoo 
JLOOFF* 
ANY SERVICE 
PERFORMED OVER $75 
Mon. - Fri. 8:00am ■ 6:00pm • Sat. 8:00am - 4:00pm 
www.tirffy.com 
. •EttludesM changes. Not redeemable for cash. 
I in lieu of other offers. 
| Most care and light trucks. \^B> 
520 E. Reed St. $525/month (plus electric) 
525 E. Merry St. $525/month (plus electric) 
507 E. Merry St. $525 month (plus electric) 
1 
Newlove Rentals 
332 S. Main (our only office) 
419-352-5620 
www.newloverentals.com 
• Two bedroom apartments 
• Close to campus 
■ Tenant pays electric only 
\ 
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President Obama shares vision for rebuilding 
The Obama administration has taken 'significant steps' to rebuild the unstable economic foundation 
By Max Sariniky 
The Georgetown Hoya 
With the national spotlight shining 
on the Hilltop, President Obama 
offered his vision to rebuild the 
foundation of the U.S. economy 
and return economic prosper- 
ity to the nation in an address in 
Georgetown  University's  Gaston 
GET A LIFE 
CALENDAR OF EVENTS 
Some events taien dont eventsbgsuedu 
8 am -11 p.m. 
Book Buy Back 
Union 228 
8 a.m. - 9 p.m 
Exhibit #12: Joe Meiser 
Exhibit 
Gallery Space 
8 a.m. -11 p.m. 
Muslim Student Association 
Prayer Room 
Olscamp 204 
9 a.m. - 6 p.m 
Tie Dye Thorn 
Table Space on Educ Bldg North 
steps 
4 - 5 p.m 
Provost Town Forum 
Union Ballroom B 
5:50 - 6:30 p.m. 
Coming Out Support Group 
107 Hanna Hall 
9-11 pm 
Wednesdays in the Pub: 
Bingo 
Black Swamp Pub 
Hall yesterday morning that 
capped off over 24 hours of 
excitement and anticipation 
throughout campus. 
Speaking in front of an 
auditorium packed with stu- 
dents, White House guests and 
media, Obama said that his 
administration has taken sig- 
nificant steps in its first 100 
days to upend the economic 
downturn, but that much work 
remained in order to rebuild 
the foundation that will ensure 
a prosperous and sustainable 
economy for years to come. 
Obama began his speech 
by discussing the $787 billion 
economic stimulus plan that 
he signed into law in April, 
saying that it was a necessary 
measure to stimulate spending 
and lending across the market. 
He added that countries that 
have historically responded 
to recessions by stimulating 
spending have experienced 
more speedy recoveries. 
"Since the problems we face 
have all been feeding off of 
each other ... we've had no 
choice," he said. "Economists 
on the left and the right agree 
that the last thing the govern- 
ment should do during a reces- 
sion is cut back on spending." 
Obama said that the stimu- 
lus package has been just one 
piece of his plan toward eco- 
nomic recovery, which also 
includes strengthening the 
credit market, helping hom- 
eowners refinance their trou- 
bled mortgages, working with 
foreign leaders to reform inter- 
national regulations and sta- 
bilizing the nation's battered 
auto industry. 
The president reported that 
the economy has shown signs 
of recovery, but warned that 
there would be "more job loss, 
more foreclosures and more 
pain before it ends." 
"The difficulties can't serve as an excuse for 
inaction... We have been called to govern 
in extraordinary times, and that requires an 
extraordinary sense of responsibility." 
Barack Obama I President of the United States 
BREAKING A LEG 
In the latter portion of his 
speech, Obama outlined the 
elements of his recovery plan, 
urging leaders from across the 
political spectrum to respond 
to the extraordinary demands 
of the times. 
His five-step plan included 
enacting new financial regula- 
tions to prevent "reckless risk- 
taking," investing in education 
reform, committing to renew- 
able energy development, 
reforming the health-care sys- 
tem to lower consumer costs 
and lowering the federal debt. 
"It is my firm belief that our 
next task, beginning now, is to 
make sure such a crisis never 
happens again," he said. 
Obama said that restoring 
America's educational promi- 
nence on the international 
stage will require a commit- 
ment to improve educational 
programs beginning in early 
childhood. 
"By 2020, America will once 
again have the highest propor- 
tion of college graduates in 
the world," he said to a large 
applause. 
Obama reaffirmed his com- 
mitment to restoring education 
in the sciences, saying that he 
hopes to see "our best and our 
brightest commit themselves 
to making things," rather than 
having so many college gradu- 
ates "manipulate numbers." 
Obama also urged leaders in 
Congress to act swiftly on the 
other parts of his plan, calling 
for the speedy implementation 
BGSU 
Faculty Association/AAUP 
https://sites.google.com/site/bgsufa/Welcome 
Let the Ohio Employment Relations Board 
Know That You Want a Vote on 
Collective Bargaining at BGSU 
*Sign A Card* 
EMPOWER THE FACULTY 
FIGHT FOR FAIRER 
WAGES AND BENEFITS 
STRENGTHEN SHARED GOVERNANCE 
Join BGSU-FA/AAUP Members 
and Their Families at a 
YEAR-END PICNIC 
BARTLETT SHELTER, CARTER PARK 
Sunday, May 10 
1pm-5pm 
of an economic framework for 
renewable-energy develop- 
ment, andsaying that hcexpects 
to receive a bill by the end of 
the year offering new financial 
regulations. He urged biparti- 
san effort to address these mea- 
sures and others - including 
restoring Social Security and 
reforming the tax code - say- 
ing that progress must not be 
impeded in Washington by "an 
attention span that has only 
gotten shorter with the 24-hour 
news cycle." 
"The difficulties can't serve 
as an excuse for inaction - not 
anymore," he added. "We 
have been called to govern in 
extraordinary times, and that 
requires an extraordinary sense 
of responsibility." 
The speech - which was sup- 
posed to begin at 11:30 a.m. 
but was several minutes behind 
schedule - lasted approximate- 
ly 40 minutes. 
Obama received Wo stand- 
ing ovations that lasted slightly 
under one minute - first after 
being introduced by University 
President lohn j. DeGioia 
and later after concluding his 
remarks - and his speech was 
interrupted on several occa- 
sions by brief applause from 
the audience. 
Obama began his speech by 
thanking DeGioia and the uni- 
versity for hosting the address, 
drawing laughs for joking 
about the university president's 
7-year-old son lohn Thomas 
DeGioia. 
'. 
BROOKE M0TT     'ME BG NEWS 
ACTING: Director Becky Katona msructs actors Arah. Leigh, and Scott m the rehearsal for 
"Big Love" The Advanced Directing class is displaying the talents of the directors and actors 
on Sunday at the Wooster Street Center at 1pm 
Bee class creates positive buzz 
By Jennifer Joyner 
Arkansas Traveler 
The University of Arkansas api- 
culture class — ENTO 4043 — has 
Students excited to leant about 
honeybees and how to take care 
of them. 
I love bees. 'ITiis has been my 
favorite class on campus in four 
years," said Morgan Holladay, a 
senior anthropology major. 
Don Steinkraus, professor of 
entomology, uses lectures, videos 
and guest speakers to teach his 
students about bees. I lowever, for 
the students invoked, the mast 
exciting part of the class is learning 
about bees firsthand. 
"This class has inspired a pas- 
sion and thirst for bees I can't 
learn enough about bees," said 
Amanda Gillespie, a sophomore 
kinesiology major. "I honestly 
love this class and don't want it to 
end. The hands-on experience is 
the most surreal and exhilarating 
experience I've ever had." 
Holladay said this class is the 
first at the IIA to havea curriculum 
based on experimental learning. 
"This class takes a holistic 
approach  to learning science, 
"I love bees. This 
has been my favorite 
class on campus in 
four years." 
Megan holladay | Senior 
medicine and beekeeping," 
Holladay said. 
During every class there is a 
"show and tell" portion when stu- 
dents bring examples of how bees 
are portrayed or used in today's 
culture. Students have present- 
ed everything from newspaper 
articles and poems about bees to 
empty hones' liquor bottles. 
Tlie class also has dissected 
bees, made lip balm and hand 
cream out of beeswax, tasted dif- 
ferent kinds of honey, and installed 
a beehive. 
For many students, the most 
exciting project was unplanned. 
After the ice storm earlier this 
semester, the class was contact- 
ed about a fallen tree with a bee 
colony in it, and members of the 
class went to collect it, said Sam 
Kincannon, a freshman horticul- 
ture major. 
[ new degiee offering I individualized business ] 
I'm excited to combine my 
passion for the environment 
with a business degree. 
I know a business degree 
is necessary today 
to succeed! 
- Alexandria 
D'Ettorre-Saber 10 
HEY!!! SUMMER LEASES NOW AVAILABLE! GREENBRIAR, INC.       ~JS!35££2 
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ihej (In nol think the c-cigaretle 
is a proven nicotine replacement 
therapy. 
"IThe World Health 
Organization! has no scientific 
evidence to confirm the prod 
uct's safety and efficacy," the) 
...ml in .i pressrelease. 
Mso, the Food and Drug 
\dministration is investigating 
electronic cigarettes. They have 
already banned e-cigarettes, e 
cigars and e-pipesfrom crossing 
the bordei because they con- 
sider these products new drugs 
which need their approval. 
FDA Spokeswoman Rita 
Chappelle told the National 
Public Radio theii agenc) is 
concerned about the potential 
tor addiction and abuse when 
it comes to electronic tobact o 
sources. 
"Some people  ma)   pen eive 
these products to be safer alter- 
natives," Chappelle said. 
I lowever, U raj does nol agree 
because he said he only sees the 
benefits from smoking liquid 
nicotine. 
According to him, he got bis 
Elyse Faulk 
Position: Senator At Large 
Year: Junior 
Major: Political Science 
Involvement: Tau Beta Sigma. College 
Democrats. Athlete Band and Marching Band 
Interesting Fact: Was a Girl Scout for 13 years. 
Andrew Fortlage 
Position: Senator At Largo 
Year: Junior 
Major: Geography and Psychology 
Involvement: College Democrats. 
Progress BG 
Interesting Fact: Has been to Disney 
:nres 
Nadia Gibbons 
Position: Off Campus Senator 
Year: Junior 
Major: Psychology 
Involvement: Offenhauer Hall Council's 
Executive Board and the Black Student 
Union Executive Board. 
Interesting Fact: Does not have a driver 
license 
Michelle Haldman 
Position: Minority Affairs Senator 
Year: funlo* 
Major; Psychology and Premed 
Involvement: Asian Communities 
United. The Obsidian Magazine 
Interesting Fact: Her idol is Kimora 
Lee Simnjons 
Merissa Hall 
Position: Senator At Large 
Year: Junior 
Major: Political Science 
Involvement: None given 
Interesting Fact: None given 
Senators Ashley Hannah, Tim Gribble. 
Molly Albertson and Andrew Reed were 
unavailable for comment. 
PHOTOS PROVIDED BY INDIVIDUAL SENATORS AND FACE800K COM 
smell back aftci IUO weeks <>i    Ui,i\ said. "You always need 
Sean Lutzmann 
Position: Senatur At Large 
Year: Junior 
Major: Political Science 
Involvement: College Democrats 
Wood County Democratic Party. Pi 
Sigma Alpha. Progress BG 
Interesting Fact: Two major goals in 
USG for next semester are addressing 
the crosswalk situation on Mercer and 
establishing monthly USG Town Hall 
meetings throughout campus. 
Victor Manfredi 
Position: Health and Human Services 
Senator 
Year: Junior 
Major: Cnminal Justice 
Involvement: None given 
Interesting Fact: Is an avid bowler who is 
also a fanof ventnlc"]'- 
Ashley Marvin 
Position: Senator At Large 
Year: Freshman 
Major: Construction Management 
Involvement: Alpha Xi Delta. Rec. 
Center Employee 
Interesting Fact: She is left-handed 
Danielle McConnell 
Position: Arts and Sciences Senator 
Year: F'eshman 
Major: Political Science 
Involvement: College Democrat* 
Interesting Fact: Ultimate goal is to 
work in Parliament in the Bntish House 
of Commons. 
Nicholas North 
Position; B is 'ess Administration 
Senator 
Year: Sophomore 
Major: Accounting and Finance 
Involvement: Delta Sigma Pi. 
Residence Life 
Interesting Fact: Extremely Spirited 
with all organizations he's involved with. 
Christopher Schiazza 
Position: OM Campus Senator 
Year; Junior 
Major: History 
Involvement: Delta Chi Fraternity, IFC 
Cabinet. UNIV Peer Facilitator and 
Order of Omega 
Interesting Fact: Was Freddie Falcon 
Sarah Shepard 
Position: Off Campus Senator 
Year: Junior 
Major: Political Science and 
International Studies 
Involvement: Alpha Omicron Pi   . 
Sorority, Order of Omega. Dance 
Marathon. University Dmning Services 
Advisory 8oard Committee. Ohio State 
4-H Leadership Camp Counselor 
Interesting Fact: Can make water drop 
Clayton Stewart 
Position: Senator At Large 
Year: Freshman 
Major: Supply Chain Management 
Involvement: Deans Advisory Cound. 
Student Alumni Connection. Bowling 
Green Equestrian Team. Association for 
Operations Management (APlCS) and a 
campus tour guide 
Interesting Fact: Ran the Columbus 
Marathon. 
Dominic Wells 
Position: Off Campus Senator 
Year: Sophomore 
Major: Political Science 
Involvement: College Democrats and 
Supervisor at McDonald Cafeteria 
Interesting Fact: Has dyed his hair four 
different colors in the last year. 
Nathan Whitman 
Position: Off Campus Senator 
Year: Sophomore 
Major: Secondary Education 
Involvement: College Democrats and 
is a campus tour guide 
Interesting Fact: Spoke to Barack 
Obama on the phone. 
smoking electronically, and 
was h'ss exhausted. IK' said 
he could also smoke with his 
girlfriend around since e t ig.i 
retts produce no secondhand 
smoke 
" I here are some limitations," 
to make sure the batter) is 
c barged, but smoking electron- 
ically saves me a lot ol money." 
Before Wray started smok- 
ing liquid nicotine, a pack .1 
daj was Ins normal habit. The 
average prire lor .i pack today is 
around $5, and he would spend 
around $70 foi two weeks ol 
smoking. Fora 10 ml cartridge 
of liquid nicotine, Wray pays 
around $10, and the cartridge 
general!) Lists him two weeks. 
Hut besides the liquid nico- 
tine, users also uv\.\\ to have 
an c smoking starter kit. 
Vccording to \\ru\ the average 
price is between $50 to $70. 
"Do not net them for 180 dol- 
lars," he said. "Make sure you do 
your homework on the Internet 
read and review before buying 
one." 
visit us online 
@ 
BGVfews 
We Offer Complete Automotive Repair 
Air Conditioning • Brakes • Exhaust " General Maintenance 
Heating A Cooling • Lube/OII/Fllter • Shocks & Struts 
Starting & Charging • And Much More! 
Brake & Exhaust Inspections Are Always FREE! 
Bowling Green 
(419) 353-2444 
1087 S. Main Street 
Next to Pizza Hut 
Mon. • Frl. 8:00am ■ 6:00pm • Sat. 8:00am • 4:00pm 
www.tuffy.com 
|      * LIFETIME WARRANTED * 
i BRAKE SERVICE $50OFF 
•25 OFF 
i Save on our complete line of lifetime warranted braKe 
pads and shoes - good for as long as you own your 
I car. 'Ceramic pads extra. Additional roes may 
■ apply. In lieu of other offers. Most cars and        lurrt 
1
 light trucks. -aar 
wturs, 
HO INTfKtSl 
APPtY IOOAY AND 
Gtl 10\ Off 
Ttyfr\ [oum 
542HQ9A 
TUFFY BUCKS $4 Coo 
X9OFP 
ANY SERVICE 
PERFORMED OVER $75 
Excludes oil changes. Not redeemable for cash. 
I In lieu ol other otters 
Most cars and li|ht trucks £K 
520 E. Reed St. $525/mon«h (ph.. eiectrici 
525 E. Merry St. $525/month iptus *i«ctric) 
507 E. Merry St. $525/month tpi... electric) 
1 
Newlove Rentals 
332 S. Main (our only office) 
419-352-5620 
www.newloverentals.com 
• Two bedroom apartments 
• Close to campus 
• Tenant pays electric only 
\ 
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President Obama shares vision for rebuilding 
The Obama administration has taken 'significant steps' to rebuild the unstable economic foundation 
Wrinesc 3 
BREAKING A LEG 
By Max Sarinsky 
The Georgetown Hoya 
With the national spotlight shining 
on the Hilltop. President Obama 
offered his vision to rebuild the 
foundation of the us. economy 
and return economic prosper 
itv to the nation in an address in 
Georgetown   University's  (iaston 
GET A LIFE 
.  m OF EVENTS 
Son*1 events laVpn fiom ivifititiqvjpdu 
S dm 
Book Buy Back 
Union 228 
Exhibit #12: Joe Meiser 
Exhibit 
Gallery Space 
8 a.m. - 
Muslim Student Association 
Prayer Room 
Olscamp 204 
Tie Dye Thorn 
Table Space on Educ Bldg North 
steps 
pm 
Provost Town Forum 
Union Ballroom B 
530 - 630 ; ' 
Coming Out Support Group 
107 Hanna Hall 
Wednesdays in the Pub: 
Bingo 
Black Swamp Pub 
Hall yesterday morning that 
capped oft over 24 hours ol 
excitement and anticipation 
throughout campus. 
Speaking in front of an 
auditorium packed with stn 
dents, White I louse guests anil 
media, Obama said that his 
administration has taken sig 
niflcanl steps in its first KM) 
davs to upend the economic 
downturn, but that much work 
remained in order to rebuild 
the foundation that will ensure 
a prosperous and sustainable 
economy for years to come. 
Obama began his speech 
In discussing the $787 billion 
economic stimulus plan that 
he signed into law in April. 
saying that it was a necessary 
measure to stimulate spending 
and lending across the market. 
He added that countries that 
have  historicall)   responded 
to  recessions by stimulating 
spending  have experienced 
mole speedy recoveries. 
"Since the problems we lace 
have all been feeding off of 
each other ... we've had no 
choice," he said. "Economists 
on the left and the right agree 
that the last thing the govern- 
ment should do during a reces 
sion is cut back on spending.'' 
Obama said that the stimu- 
lus package has been just one 
piece of his plan toward eco- 
nomic recovery, which also 
includes strengthening the 
credit market, helping hom- 
eowners refinance their trou- 
bled mortgages, working with 
foreign leaders to reform inter 
national regulations and sta- 
bilizing the nation's battered 
auto industry. 
The president reported that 
the economy has shown signs 
of recovery, but warned that 
there would be "more job loss. 
more foreclosures and more 
pain before it ends." 
"The difficulties can't serve as an excuse for 
inaction... We have been called to govern 
in extraordinary times, and that requires an 
extraordinary sense of responsibility." 
In the latter portion of his 
Speech, Obama outlined the 
elements of his recovery plan. 
urging leaders from across the 
political spectrum to respond 
to the extraordinary demands 
of the times. 
His five step plan included 
enacting new financial regula 
dons to prevent "reckless risk- 
taking, investing in education 
reform, committing to renew 
able energy development, 
reforming the health-care sys 
tern to lower consumer costs 
and lowering the federal debt. 
"It is my firm belief that our 
next task, beginning now, is to 
make sure such a crisis nevei 
happens again." he said. 
Obama said that restoring 
America's educational promi- 
nence on the international 
stage will require a commit 
menl to improve educational 
programs beginning in early 
childhood. 
"By 2021). America will tune 
again have the highest propor- 
tion of college graduates in 
the world," he said to a large 
applause 
obama reaffirmed his com- 
mitment to restoring education 
in the si iences, s,tying that he 
hopes to sec "our best and our 
brightest commit themselves 
to making things," rather than 
having so many college graclu 
ates "manipulate numbers." 
Obama also urged leaders in 
Congress to act swiftly on the 
other parts of his plan, calling 
for the speedy implementation 
BGSU 
Faculty Association/AAUP 
https://sites.google.com/slte/bgsufa/Welcome 
Let the Ohio Employment Relations Board 
Know That You Want a Vote on 
Collective Bargaining at BGSU 
*Sign A Card* 
EMPOWER THE FACULTY 
FIGHT FOR FAIRER 
WAGES AND BENEFITS 
STRENGTHEN SHARED GOVERNANCE 
Join BGSU-FA/AAUP Members 
and Their Families at a 
YEAR-END PICNIC 
BARTLETT SHELTER, CARTER PARK 
Sunday, May 10 
1pm-5pm 
ot an economic framework lot 
renewable-energ) develop 
ment, and saying that heexpei t- 
tii in rue a lull In  tin- end ill 
the year offering new financial 
regulations He urged biparti- 
san effort to address these mea 
sures and  others       intituling 
restoring Social Security and 
reforming the tax code sa) 
ing that progress must not be 
impeded in Washington In "an 
attention span thai has onl) 
gotten shortet with the24 hout 
news cycle." 
' I lie difficulties t an't serve 
as tin CM use tot inaction not 
anymore,"   he   added.   "We 
have been called to govern in 
extraordinary times, and thai 
requires an extraordinary sense 
of responsibility." 
I he speech   which was sup 
poseil to begin at I 1:30 a.m. 
but was several minutes behind 
schedule lasted approximate 
ly 40 minutes. 
Obama received two stand 
ing ovations thai lasted siighth 
under one minute     firsl atlei 
being introduced In University 
President lohn I. DeGioia 
and later alter concluding his 
remarks - and lus speech was 
interrupted on several occa 
sions by  briel  applause In an 
the audience. 
Obama began his speet It In 
thanking Dei .iota .[\u\ the uni- 
versitj fot hosting the addicss. 
drawing laughs lot joking 
about the university president's 
7 Mat old son |ohn I homas 
DeGioia. 
BROOKE "OH 
ACTING: 
Bee class creates positive buzz 
By Jennifer Joyner 
I he University ni Arkansas api 
cultureclass ENTO4043 has 
siiidenis excited to learn about 
honeybees ,uu\ how to take (tire 
of them. 
I love bees, I his has been my 
favorite t lass on (ampus in fout 
years, said Morgan Holladay a 
seniot andiropologv major, 
Don Steinkraus, professor ol 
entomology, uses lectures, videos 
and guest speakeis in teach his 
students about bees. However, for 
the students involved, the most 
exciting part of the class is learning 
about bees firsthand. 
I his class has inspired a pas 
sion and tliirsi lot bees  I can"! 
learn  enough about  bees,' said 
\manda (HUespie, a sophomore 
kiiiesiniogv  major.   "I  honesd) 
low this class anil don't want it to 
end. I he hands on experience is 
the most surreal and exhilarating 
experience I've ever had." 
Holladay  said this class is the 
first at die UA to havea curriculum 
based on experimental learning. 
Hits   (lass   takes   a   holistic 
approach  to learning science. 
"I love bees. This 
has been my favorite 
class on campus in 
four years." 
medicine    and     beekeeping," 
Holladay stud 
I lining everj class there is a 
"show and tell  portion when slit 
dents bring examples of how bees 
are portrayed or used in todays 
culture students have present- 
ed everything from newspaper 
articles and poems about bees to 
empty honey liquor bottles. 
I he (lass also has dissected 
bees,  made lip balm and  hand 
i ream out ot beeswax, tasted dif- 
ferent kinds! il honey, and installed 
a beehive, 
I ni   main  students,  the  most 
exciting projet t was unplanned. 
\ftcr the ice storm earlier this 
semester, the class was contact- 
ed about a fallen tree with a bee 
colon) in it, and members of the 
class went to Killed il. stud Sim 
Kincannon, ,i freshman horticul- 
ture major. 
[ new degree offecing I individualized business ] 
smess .eoiee 
I'm excited to combine in\ 
passion for the environment 
-nh a business degree. 
I know a business degree 
is necessary today 
- Alexandria 
D'Ettorre-Saber  10 
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FORUM "Not only from a religious aspect but from an emotional aspect, people our age are so underdeveloped that sex ruins relationships." - Nathanael Hein, junior and member of Campus Crusade for Christ, on the belief that purity rings are good for anyone in a relationship [see story pg. 1]. 
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET What do you know about your USG senators? 
"I know they're 
students." 
JULIA FINDLING. 
Junior 
Theater 
"Sean Lutzmann 
has fun Facebook 
statuses." 
TRAVIS COOK. 
Senior. 
Theater/f ilm Studies 
"Not gonna lie, 
absolutely nothing." 
EVERETT FITZHUGH. 
Junior. 
Sports Communication 
"We have senators?" 
SARAH ROSSITER, 
Sophomore. 
Biology/Chemistry 
k VISIT US AT BOVIEWS.COM 
Have you own take on 
today's People On The 
Street? Or a suggestion for 
a question? Give us your 
feedback at bqviewsxom 
Smoking ban just 
one more attempt 
to 'nanny' students 
By Richard EWrthold 
Daily Lobo 
The Nanny State, the govern- 
ment that wants us to avoid alco- 
hol and drugs and wear a seat 
belt and be nice to one another, 
has come to the University of 
New Mexico. Beginning with the 
fall semester, all smoking will be 
banned from campus, except in 
designated areas. Actually, liquor 
has long been banned from the 
University, but such is due to the 
administration's fear of lawsuits, 
not the Nanny goal of protecting 
us from ourselves. 
And why are those in power 
taking this odd action of pro- 
hibiting smok- 
ing outdoors? 
According to 
the admin- 
istrators, it is 
to protect the 
health and 
sensibilities of 
the non-smok- 
ers on cam- 
pus and — left 
unsaid — to 
hassle smokers 
into becoming 
better persons 
by not smok- 
ing. 
Well, I find 
it hard to believe that briefly 
encountering the secondhand 
smoke of someone puffing away 
outside could possibly be delete- 
rious to one's health. And chew- 
ing tobacco is certainly not going 
to have an impact on anyone but 
the person doing the masticating. 
Sure, it is a disgusting practice, 
but even more so are the grossly 
obese, who are also a burden on 
our health care system. I person- 
ally find the cell-phone talkers 
very annoying, and what about 
those who smell, like everyone's 
favorite campus nudist? 
This is social engineering, the 
generally abortive attempt to 
alter behavior through legisla- 
tion, which typically infringes 
on personal freedom. Smoking 
is in fact legal, yet there is con- 
stant pressure on smokers to 
mend their ways (in contrast 
to the mega-eaters), especially 
by piling up the tax on tobacco 
products. This is of course a rela- 
tively politically painless way to 
raise revenue, but that is rarely 
mentioned. Instead, increased 
tax on cigarettes is trumpeted 
as a measure to dissuade young 
people from smoking, ignoring 
the fact that young people in this 
society seem to have more dis- 
posable income than any other 
group. And are we responsible for 
what other people's children do? 
Ignored also is the fact that these 
"This is social 
engineering, the 
generally abortive 
attempt to alter 
behavior through 
legislation, which 
typically infringes on 
personal freedom." 
are regressive taxes, falling more 
heavily upon the poor, who con- 
stitute the major nicotine class in 
America. 
The new ban is also unenforce- 
able. The prohibition of smoking 
on high school campuses does 
not work well, even though they 
are more closely monitored than 
could be the case at UNM. Years 
ago, the University banned skate- 
boarding on campus. How many 
skateboarders do you see every 
day at the university? Are we to 
encourage student snitches? Will 
the perpetrator receive a trial? 
And what about faculty smok- 
ers? How can the administration 
punish them? Decades ago the 
administra- 
tion began 
deducting 
unpaid library 
fines from 
faculty pay- 
check's. That 
lasted exactly 
one year. Will a 
tenured faculty 
member be 
terminated for 
lighting up on 
campus? 
Perhaps the 
University will 
hire smoking 
police. There 
are. after all, a lot of unemployed 
Blackwater mercenaries avail- 
able since they were kicked out of 
Iraq. Or even better: Use all those 
unnecessary vice presidents 
and assistant vice presidents to 
patrol the campus. They could 
wear cool uniforms, patterned 
perhaps after those of the NKVD 
orSS. 
And, of course, this whole 
anti-smoking campaign is inher- 
ently racist. Tobacco, it should 
be remembered, is the great gift 
of American Indians to the rest 
of humanity. What a fantastic 
trade-off: Whitey got tobacco and 
the Indians got distilled spirits, a 
marriage made in heaven. 
Smokers and those who sup- 
port personal freedom unite! You 
have nothing to lose but — what? 
Absolutely nothing. Unless the 
smoke police (the do-gooders 
who will inevitably rise to the 
occasion) carry cameras, what 
are the deans and department 
chairs and whoever going to do 
for evidence? Will the University 
be doing DNA tests on cigarette 
butts? 
Ignore the whole thing, just as 
the teenagers ignore the skate- 
boarding rules and administra- 
tion ignores the University's ethi- 
cal guidelines, launch a smoke- 
in. I will appear on campus in my 
Homeland Security uniform to 
hassle anyone hassling smokers. 
SPEAK YOUR MIND 
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story? 
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor: 
■ E-mail us at thenewstPbgnewicom. 
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union 
Information Center. 
■ Call us at 419-372-6966. 
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall. 
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page 
WALKING IS STILL HONEST 
KEITH PAKIZ I THE BG NEWS 
Cheney reemerges now that Obama is in charge 
Ladies and gentlemen, the devil 
has returned and he is being 
broadcast on televisions nation- 
wide. His evil return is guaran- 
teed to bring devastation and 
maybe even make your head 
explode. 1 am of course talking 
about the return to television 
of former Vice President and 
primary American fascist, Dick 
Cheney. 
1 really do not understand what 
has compelled good ol' Dick to 
come out now just to bash the 
Obama White House for press 
releases and other media-related 
goings on, when Dick couldn't 
even be bothered to do so when 
he and Bush were in office not 
five months ago. 
This is a man who was rushed 
away to an undisclosed location 
after 9/11 and, as far as we all 
know, stayed there, living on gra- 
nola bars and the sweet blood of 
hfa) enemies until he emerged for 
Obama's inauguration rocking a 
wheel chair. 
It seems every time I turn 
around now, Cheney is pollut- 
ing the political talk shows with 
his insane, inane rhetoric about 
torture and how America is safer 
because we simulated drowning 
people, ultimately making us no 
better than the alleged tenorists 
we are torturing. 
We know if you actually were 
the dark lord of the Sith, Dick, 
you would use the force to choke 
a confession out of every poten- 
tial terrorist until carpal tunnel 
ate away your arm, but it's just 
not how-things are working now. 
Recently, President Obama 
ordered the public release of 
some memos outlining the Bush 
administration's policy on how 
to go about obtaining informa- 
tion from a terrorist detainee, 
and this is where the whole water 
boarding thing came to light. 
At first Cheney opposed 
releasing the memos, but now 
he is complaining about Obama 
not releasing ones that showed 
positive results from the torture. 
Too bad when it comes to torture 
and water boarding, the ends do 
not justify the means. 
Long story short, you wanted 
to hide from the American pub- 
lic for the last eight years, link. 
You wanted to remain under- 
ground and secret and keep your 
chubby, arthritic hands on the 
puppet strings. 
Now that everyone is ready to 
forget the horrible reign of igno- 
rance, fear and outright stupid- 
ity you and your lackey forced 
down our throats, you rear your 
hideous head again, lust crawl 
back down the black hole from 
whence you came and leave us 
all alone. 
No matter how much distaste 
I have for your policies and how 
much I doubt your moral fiber, I 
at least hoped you were smart- 
er and had more dignity than 
to go rank and file with these 
other neo-conservatives like Bill 
O'Reilly or Ann Coulter, attack- 
ing Obama's policy just to be a 
sore loser. You are better than 
that, or at least I thought you 
were. Guess 1 underestimated 
your pettiness and malevolence 
yet again. 
Dick, you will have to deal with 
the fact that we no longer want 
to deal with your Constitution- 
destroying PATRIOT Act policies 
or any of the other fear-mon- 
gering and ignorance of the last 
eight years. We want to rebuild 
the face of America and make 
it what it once was: a place of 
actual justice and truth, not ille- 
gal detainment and torture. 
— Respond to Josh at 
llietmvs@bgimvs.com. 
Susan Boyle showcases the unattractive side of 
the entertainment industry 
"Making role models out of those who 
don't quite fit the traditional Hollywood 
standards... has been a pet project of the 
entertainment industry lately." 
By Andy Bockelman 
The Mirror 
Attractive people are the only 
ones worth the world's atten- 
tion. Unless, of course, you've 
got talent. Then you can be 
forgiven for your appearance. 
Such is the message sent with 
the popularity of up-and- 
coming Scottish singer Susan 
Boyle. 
Boyle, 47, made a huge 
splash that rippled world- 
wide when she appeared on 
"Britain's Got Talent" facing 
off against renowned nitpick- 
er Simon Cowell. The heavy- 
set chanteuse — plain and 
dowdy by her own admission 
— shocked the crowd by belt- 
ing out the "Les Miseiables" 
tune "I Dreamed a Dream." 
Since then, the Internet has 
been abuzz with the emer- 
gence of a fresh, musical voice 
who represents the common 
people. 
Much has been made of 
Boyle's uglyducklingstoryand 
her background. Originally 
surprising people with a false 
confession of never being 
kissed, Boyle seems to take 
pride in making her life sound 
worse than it is. This kind of 
media fodder is amusing in a 
kind of self-awareness view- 
point as the singer can keep 
everyone guessing as to what 
she will do next. 
With a marketing cam- 
paign of having an unglam- 
orous appearance combined 
with her amazing voice, Boyle 
could stand to make a phe- 
nomenal career out of her tale. 
But the public is uninterested 
in keeping Boyle as she is. 
Making role models out 
of those who don't quite fit 
the traditional Hollywood 
standards — Nia Vardalos in 
"My Big Fat Greek Wedding" 
or America Ferrera in "Ugly 
Betty"  —  has  been  a  pet 
project of the entertainment 
industry lately. But while such 
endeavors promote a differen- 
tiation in standards of beauty, 
these have been counterpro- 
ductive more often than not, 
turning talented women into 
martyrs of body image. 
To quote another well- 
known musical act from 
across the pond, "another one 
bites the dust." 
Though Boyle has not been 
quick to jump into makeover 
mode, much has been made 
about recent facial touch-ups, 
most notably her newly cu rled 
hair and trimmed eyebrows, 
chronicled in the tasteless E! 
Online story,. "Big Plucking 
Deal." 
A joke about Boyle on the 
recent episode of "South 
Park" said what we're all 
thinking: too much hype. The 
news media outlets have gone 
out of their way to promote 
Boyle's offbeat look more 
than her singing and as a 
result, have become guilty of 
preaching the same narrow- 
mindedness that made it easy 
for her to be overlooked in the 
first place. 
One can only hope that 
Boyle can rise above this 
misguided attention to prove 
true the lyrics of the song that 
made her famous, a cry for a 
better life filled with love. 
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to the editor 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
ate generally to be fewer than 500 
words. These are usually in response 
to a current issue on the University's 
campus or the Bowling Green area. 
GUEST COLUMNS are generally 
longer pieces between 400 and 
700 words These are usually also in 
response to a current issue on the 
University's campus or the Bowling 
Green area. Two submissions per 
month maximum 
POLICIES: Letters to the Editor 
and Guest Columns are printed 
as space on the Opinion Page 
permits. Additional Letters to the 
Editor or Guest Columns may be 
published online. Name, year and 
phone number should be included 
for verification purposes Personal 
attacks, unverified information or 
anonymous submissions will not be 
printed. 
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letter to the Editor" or 'Guest 
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WIND BLOWN: Dorothy, left, and Uvem Ulley o( Rochester Hills. Mich, hold their dog. Tinker Bell Monday in Waterlord Township. Mich 
Tinker Bell has been reunited with her owners after a 70-mph gust of wind picked up the six-pound Chtouahua and tossed her out of sight. 
Dog blown away from couples home 
Your Views 
Is there a story in the 
BGNews that you 
want to voice your 
opinion on? 
Sign up for a 
group blog or 
community site 
today. 
visit us and give us your input @ 
BGViews 
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WATERIORO TOWNSHIP, 
Mich. (AI») - Tinker Bell has 
been reunited with her own- 
ers after a 70-mph gust of 
wind picked up the six-pound 
Chihuahua and tossed her out 
of sight. 
Dorothy and  l.avern  Ulley 
credit a pet psychic for guiding 
them on Monday to a wooded 
area nearly a mile from where 
8-month-old Tinker Bell had 
been last seen. The brown long- 
haired dog was dirty and hun- 
gry but otherwise OK. 
The Utleys, of Rochester, 
had set up an outdoor display 
Saturday at a flea market in 
Waterford Township, 25 miles 
northwest of Detroit. Tinker 
Bell was standing on their plat- 
form trailer when she was swept 
away. 
Dorothy Utley tells The 
Detroit News that her cherished 
pet "just went wild" upon see- 
ing her. 
PURITY 
From Page 1 
ty rings. By selling them at 
convenience stores "it less- 
ens the value of the ring," 
Hein said. 
Although dangers come 
along with having sex, such 
as pregnancy and STDs, 
many are not willing to give 
up the pleasure that comes 
along with it. 
Freshman Andrew 
Stechschulte does not think 
his relationship with his 
girlfriend would be the same 
if they were abstinent. 
"I would not have as close 
a bond with my partner if 
we were not having sex," he 
said. 
Stechschulte thinks it's 
not a big problem that Circle 
K was selling the rings. 
"People have their own 
views," he said. "1 am not 
here to judge." 
Circle K began selling 
the purity rings in multiple 
sizes in displays next to their 
cashiers at a retail price of 
$5.99 plus tax. 
Cashier Trista Evanitcka 
said more people laughed 
at the rings than actually 
bought them. A lot of the 
college students that visited 
the store used the rings as 
a sort of "comic relief," she 
said. 
"One customer talked 
about the irony of the purity 
rings and BGSTD," Evanitcka 
said, referring to the stereo- 
type of University students 
being very sexually active. 
The store also has condoms 
for sale, which sold much 
better than their counter- 
parts, she said. 
"We have sold one or two 
|rings| here, but I never 
actually sold one la ringl," 
Evanitcka said. 
A Circle K representative 
from the Great Lakes region 
would not comment on the 
addition of the rings being 
sold at some of their stores. 
However, the represen- 
tative did say the compa- 
ny that provides the store 
with the rings is Novelty 
Inc., located in Greenfield, 
Ind.. The company sells 
"the latest fashions in jew- 
elry" including around 1.100 
other "impulse items" sold 
to retailers across the coun- 
try and world, according to 
Vice President of Liscensing 
IRMerlau. 
Merlau said the puri- 
ty rings are "not religious 
based," and the company has 
a product development team 
that reviews the media to 
determine what they believe 
will sell. 
"The rings for sale could 
be right next to some shot 
glasses," Merlau said. 
Your Events 
With BG Views Events you can let 
all of Bowling Green know about 
your upcoming events for free! 
Compatable with Facebook Twitter. iCal. 
Google Calender, and many more! New 
features are easy and fun to use 
eventful □so at* 
visit us oflBnt and post your event 0 
BGViews 
To play: Complete the grid 
so that every row, column 
and every 3x3 box contains 
the digits 1 to 9.There is no 
guessing or math involved. 
Just use logic to solve 
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Flaming Lips lose vote on Oklahoma state song 
OKLAHOMA CITY — Oklahoma 
lawmakers who voted against 
making a Flaming Lips tune the 
official state rock song represent 
a minority of "small-minded reli- 
gious wackos," the band's lead 
singer says. 
Most state House members 
voted for a resolution recogniz- 
ing 2002s "Do You Realize??," but 
conservatives who said they were 
offended by the band's clothing 
and language mustered enough 
votes to keep it from being adopt- 
ed. 
"Me. I just say look, it's a little 
minority of some small-minded 
religious wackos who think they 
can tell people what kind ofT-shirts 
and what kind of music they can 
listen ta and the smart, rational, 
reasonable people of Oklahoma 
are never going to buy into that," 
frontman Wayne Coyne told Tulsa 
World in an interview Friday. 
Gov. Brad Henry resolved the 
issue by announcing he would 
sign an executive order proclaim- 
ing "Do You Realize??" the official 
rock song of Oklahoma The song 
earned more than hall'ol the 21,000 
votes cast in an online contest 
The Grammy-winning group, 
formed in Norman in 1983, is 
known for its psychedelic rock and 
lyrics. 
Rep. Corey Holland, R-Marlow, 
was offended when band member 
Michael Ivins wore a red T-shirt 
with a yellow hammer-and-sickle 
emblem, a traditional symbol of 
the Communist Party, during a 
visit to the Capitol last month. 
"The great thing about this 
country is he has the right to make 
whatever statement he wants to 
make," Holland said. "I have the 
right to be offended by that." 
The shirt was a Christmas 
present to lvins from Coyne's wife, 
and he wore it to a rehearsal ear- 
lier that day, said Coyne, who was 
offended by Holland's implication 
that the band is un-American. 
Rep. Mike Reynolds, R- 
Oklahoma City, also denounced 
Coyne for using an expletive at an 
event. 
Despite the criticism, Coyne said 
he always expected state residents 
to stand up for their native sons. 
"People would have a reason to 
really fight for us and say, 'No. this 
isn't what Oklahoma is all about,'" 
Coyne said. "And I think the gover- 
nor is very cool, how he's come to 
our rescue." 
COMMONS 
_. LOAD 
PECIAL 
April 27th - May 3rd @ Commons Marketplace 
Mon - Fri • 5pm - 9pm        Sat - Sun ■ 1 lam - 9pm 
Cases of Various Beverages and Grocery Items 
BGSU 
DINING SiRVICES 
on Shamrock Village ag 
_
w>      <: Illiniums » M»rn}ir » Studios      t ^ 
Students check out Shamrock Studios 
niter, semester, or year leases • Includes cat*, gas. electric. 
^V laundry facilities • Outdoor pool use     H^ 
Free High Spend Wireless • Fully furnished 
BGSU Staft and Coaches check out 
Shamrock Village Condominiums and Townhomes 
imr.fi phis unwreS * Drove tncige, <Mffi| 
■ !,er Hookup • Jacuzzi tub to some« 
Pet Friendly • Den/Office m some units 
e available, rented by the month! 
SHAMROCKBGCOM 
■ bg con1 
1724E.WOOSTER   419-354-0070 
Bowen-Thompson Student Union Multi-Purpose Room 
Wed 4/29 - Thur 4/30 9:00am-7:30pm 
Frl 5/1 9:00am-5:30pm 
Sat 5/2 - Sun 5/3   12:00pm 5:30pm 
Mon 5/4 - Thur 5/7 9:00am-7:30pm 
Frl 5/8 9:00am-7:00pm  & Sat 5/9 9:00am-12:00pm 
Visit our Book Buyback Van Remote Location 
North Side of Jerome Library, Lot 14 
Mon 5/4 - Fri 5/8 ll:00am-5:00pm 
Studont ID Required for buyback 
BGPolnts - Receive 1 BGPoint for every dollar 
received at buyback 4/29-5/9. 
Register to win BGStufff dally. Selection of 
sweatshirts, t-shlrts, hats, travel mugs and gift cards. 
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..we really do have it all! 
> Available furnished 
or unfurnished 
> Spacious living 
at a reasonable price 
> and so much more... 
> FREE Internet 
> FREE cable 
> FREE private shuttle 
> Private baths in each bedroom 
> Full-size washer & dryer 
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COMMUNITIES,   LLP 
2057 Napoleon Rd • 419-353-3300 • www.copperbeechtownhomes.com 
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SIDELINES 
FOOTBALL 
Quart Cosby agrees 
to terms with 
Cincinnati Bengals 
Quan Cosby, an undrafted 
free agent, agreed to terms 
with the Bengals on a 
contract yesterday and is 
expected to be at the team's 
minicamp on Friday. Cosby 
played at the University of 
Texas last year where he 
caught 92 passes. Knoclcs 
against Crosby include his 
being only 5'8" and being 26 
years old. 
ONLINE 
The BG News 
Sports Blog 
Be sure to log on to The 
BG News Sports Blog for 
continued coverage of your 
favorite Falcon sports teams. 
Visit the blog today for live 
blogs from each of the soft- 
ball team's games, as well as 
a live blog from the baseball 
game. Also, don't forget that 
the blog will still be here after 
final exams are finished. 
www.bgnewssports.com 
SCHEDULE 
TODAY 
Baseball 
at Notre Dame: 3 p.m. 
Softball 
vs. Wright State; 3p.m. 
OUR CALL 
Today in 
Sports History 
1986-Boston Red Sox 
pitcher Roger Clemens strikes 
out 20 Seattle Mariners. 
1892—Charlie Reilly 
becomes baseball's first pinch 
hitter. 
The List 
The draft is finally over and 
today we're taking a look at 
the five teams who came 
away from it with the best fit 
in a first round pick. 
1. 49er$: Michael Crabtree 
fell into their lap at No 10. 
The 49ers have been looking 
for a legit top receiver ever 
since Terrell Owens stormed 
out of town. Some call 
Crabtree the next Jerry Rice, 
what a good place to start. 
2. Seahawlcs: Aaron 
Curry was said to be the 
safest bet of the entire draft. 
He reminds us of Patrick 
'Willis when he came out 
three years ago. 
3. Broncos: Knowshon 
Moreno is a perfect fit for. 
Denver. The Broncos have 
been making mediocre 
runners look great for years. 
Imagine what they'll do with a 
talent like Moreno. 
4. Cardinals: Chris 
Wells will give Arizona a via- 
ble run threat while allowing 
Edgerrin James to ride off 
into the sunset somewhere's 
else. 
5. Rams: Lose Orlando 
Pace, then add Jason Smith. 
Smith will play immediately. 
BG to play double-header 
By Paul Barney 
Reporter 
Before wrapping up the reg- 
ular season at Western and 
Eastern Michigan this week- 
end, the B(i softball team will 
take a break from the Mid- 
American Conference today 
as they host Wright State for 
a double-header beginning at 
3 p.m. 
Today not only marks the 
last home games of the sea- 
son for the Falcons, but the 
last of the kind in the career 
of senior Hayley Wiemer. 
The Falcons (11-27, 6-12 
MAC) head into today's games 
leading VVSU in the all-time 
series 8-0. BG will have their 
hands full, however, as WSU 
comes in riding a 10-game 
winning streak, holding the 
third spot in the Horizon 
League standings. 
Tied with Buffalo and 
Toledo for the final spot to 
go to the MAC Tournament, 
with  Eastern  Michigan  not 
far behind, a good showing 
against WSU would certainly 
pay dividends for the Falcons 
heading into the final week- 
end of MAC play. 
"I think to help us pick 
up some momentum going 
into Eastern and Central 
weekend would be huge," 
Wiemer said. "We just want 
everything to go our way so 
that we have that chance 
to really peak at the MAC 
Tournament." 
Although the outcomes of 
today's games really have 
no effect on the Falcons' 
bid for a tournament spot, 
it surely is a good tune-up 
for the important weekend 
ahead. 
"It's just another day to get 
better, and that's really what 
we're focusing on," said coach 
Shannon Salsburg. "The most 
important games are the four 
(this weekendl, so we're just 
going to focus on some things 
to continue to work on and 
continue to get better." 
EtHANMAGOC I THfBGNEWS 
FORWARD MOMENTUM: Hayley Wiemer and the Fakons will look to pick up speed before the final weekend of MAC play. 
i Baseball family * 
ETHANMAGOC    "HEBGWWS, 
Sontag comes from long line of ballplayers, has been on diamond for years 
By Christopher Rambo 
Reporter 
Susan Sontag's third home run of the year was still 
completing its descent over the right field fence when 
her maternal grandmother, sitting in the stands behind 
home plate, began tapping away at the digits on her cell 
phone, eager to inform members of the Sontag clan who 
were not present of what had just transpired. 
"Susan just hit a home run, we're winning 1-0," she 
said. 
While there is nothing at all unusual about this prac- 
tice, it serves as a prime example of the type of fam- 
ily support the junior left fielder is privileged enough to 
receive. Attend any BG softball game and you are bound 
to spot a cadre of Sontag supporters — usually accompa- 
nied by Bruin the family dog — sitting about five or six 
rows up the bleachers. 
Not to say that other members of BG's 2009 softball 
team do not enjoy similar backing from their loved ones, 
they most certainly do, but there is something unique 
about the Sontag's that is found in a palpable sense of 
enthusiasm for baseball and softball shared by virtually 
every member of the family. 
"When I was growing up we were known around town 
as simply the baseball family,'" Sontag said. 
Asachild in Monroe, Mich., Sontag spent her summers 
immersed in the national pastime. 
Along with her two brothers, she helped organize 
sandlot baseball games with the other neighborhood 
kids. The games, played in a lot behind a local supermar- 
ket, usually drew about 15-16 players, allowing for two 
equal teams. 
"I always remember being the only girl on a field full 
of boys," Sontag said. "I think that experience taught me 
toughness at an early age." 
When not roaming the local sandlots, Sontag compet- 
ed in organized summer softball leagues and hung out at 
Monroe lefferson High School baseball games where her 
father coached the varsity and her grandfather the JV. 
There were also frequent rides in her mother's white 
Volkswagen Beetle, which was custom detailed with 
red-stitching, giving it the appearance of a large, German- 
engineered, gas-powered baseball. 
FJespite being surrounded by competition since the 
time she could walk, Sonlag said her passion is genuine 
and not the result of over/.ealous parenting. 
"1 was never once pushed into softball," she said. "1 
chose to play in all the summer leagues and to do all thai 
I did. My parents pretty much stayed out of the way." 
Upon reaching high school, it took Sontag all of six 
games to be inserted in the varsity starting lineup, where 
she would stay for the next four years, amassing three all- 
league, all-district, and all-region honors. 
Her senior year she led her Monroe lefferson team all 
the way to the state finals, while compiling a video game- 
like .565 batting average to go along with 64 runs scored 
See SONTAG | Page 8 
2008-09 Bowling Green 
State University Hockey 
Award Winners 
Jim Sears Award (MVP) -Dan Si 
lack Gregory Award (Scholar- 
Athlete) - Kyle Page 
Dr. Ron Zwterleln Leadership I 
-Kyle Page 
Sam Cooper Afrard (Leading Scorer) 
- Dan Sexton 
Howard Brown Award (Coaches' 
Award) - Brandon Svendsen 
Bill & Helen Uoyd Award (Most 
Improved) - ]osh BoydA Tommy Otte 
Jtm Ruehl Award (Best Defensive 
Player) Kyle Page 
Dr. Tom Wojciecliowskl Recognition 
Award (Distinguished Service I 
Doping allegations surface post Beijing 
Stephen Wilton 
The Associated Press 
LONDON — The IOC's 
pursuit of drug cheats 
from the Beijing Olympics 
paid off yesterday with 
confirmation that six 
athletes — including two 
medalists — turned up 
positive for a new blood- 
boosting substance in 
retests of samples from 
last year's games. 
The International 
Olympic Committee said 
a total of seven positive 
tests involving six ath- 
letes came back positive 
for CERA, an advanced 
version of the endurance- 
enhancing hormone EPO. 
A person familiar with 
the test results told The 
Associated Press the tests 
nabbed three track and 
field athletes, two cyclists 
and one weightlifter. The 
IOC did not name the ath- 
letes or sports involved, 
saying it was notifying 
the athletes through their 
national Olympic com- 
mittees. 
The person, speaking 
on condition of anonym- 
ity because the names 
haven't been released by 
the IOC, said one of the 
track and field athletes 
was a male gold medalist. 
The other medalist was in 
I 
cycling. 
The Italian Olympic 
Committee said one of 
the six was an Italian ath- 
lete, though it declined 
to name him. The Italian 
news agency ANSA identi- 
fied him as cyclist Davide 
Rebellin, silver medalist 
in the road race. 
U.S.OIympicCommittee 
spokesman Darryl Seibel 
said the federation hadn't 
received notification from 
the IOC of any adverse 
findings involving a U.S. 
athlete. 
The    IOC    reanalyzed 
See DOPING I Page 8 
SPORTS 
BRIEF 
Former Falcons sign 
with NFL teams 
Diyral Bnggs and Antonio Smith, who 
both finished their Falcon football careen 
last season have been signed by NFL 
teams as undrafted free agents 
Bnggs.,»two-time First Team All-MAC 
defensive end. finished his BG career as 
the schools all-time leader in sacks with 
26 and was signed by the San Francisco 
49ers 
Smith, a four-year starting cornerbad 
for the Falcons finished his career with 
249 tackles and sn interceptions and was 
picked up by the Cleveland Browns. 
No Fakons were among the 10 Mid 
American Conference players selected in 
last weekend's NFL Draft 
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Dude 
we lived at 
Copper Beech... 
f if 
.we would have a dishwasher! we would have furniture! 
.we wouldn't be sitting in this laundromat! we wouldn't be sharing a bathroom! 
..we wouldn't have to worry about a ride! ...we'd have FREE cable and internet! 
.we really do have it all! 
> FREE Internet 
> FREE cable 
> FREE private shuttle 
> Private baths in each bedroom 
> Full-size washer & dryer 
in each unit 
> FREE shuttle service to 
Downtown BG every Friday & 
Saturday night 
> Available furnished 
or unfurnished 
> Spacious living 
at a reasonable price 
> and so much more... 
$285 furnished 
$275 unfurnished 
$350 furnished or 
unfurnished! 
HURRY... only a limitied 
number of units 
SPORT 
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FOOTBALL 
Quan Cosby agrees 
to terms with 
Cincinnati Bengals 
Quan Cosby, an undrafted 
free agent, agreed to terms 
with the Bengals on a 
contract yesterday and is 
expected to be at the team's 
minicamp on Friday. Cosby 
played at the University of 
Texas last year where he 
caught 92 passes. Knocks 
against Crosby include his 
being only 5'8" and being 26 
years old. 
ONLINE 
The BG News 
Sports Blog 
Be sure to log on to The 
B6 News Sports Blog for 
continued coverage of your 
favorite Falcon sports teams. 
Visit the blog today for live 
blogs from each of the soft- 
ball team's games, as well as 
a live blog from the baseball 
game. Also, don't forget that 
the blog will still be here after 
final exams are finished. 
wvAV.bgnewssports.com 
TODAY 
Baseball 
at \ot:e Dame; ? p.m 
Softball 
vs. Wright Stale; 3p.m. 
OUR CALL 
Today in 
Sports History 
1986-Boston Red Sox 
pitcher Roger Clemens strikes 
out 20 Seattle Mariners. 
1892-CharlieReilly 
becomes baseballs first pinch 
hitter 
The List 
The draft is finally over and 
today we're taking a look at 
the five teams who came 
away from it with the best fit 
in a first round pick 
1. 49ers: Michael Crabtree 
fell into their lap at No. 10. 
The 49ers have been looking 
for a legit top receiver ever 
since Terrell Owens stormed 
out of town. Some call 
Crabtree the next Jerry Rice, 
what a good place to start. 
2. Seahawlcs: Aaron 
Curry was said to be the 
safest bet of the entire draft. 
He reminds us of Patrick 
"Willis when he came out 
three years ago. 
3. Broncos: Knowshon 
Moreno is a perfect fit for. 
Denver. The Broncos have 
been making mediocre 
runners look great for years. 
Imagine what they'll do with a 
talent like Moreno. 
4. Cardinals: Chris 
Wells will give Arizona a via- 
ble run threat while allowing 
Edgerrin James to ride off 
into the sunset somewhere's 
else. 
5. Rams: Lose Orlando 
Pace, then add Jason Smith. 
Smith will play immediately. 
BG to play double-header 
By Paul Barney 
Reporter 
Before wrapping up the reg- 
ular season al Western and 
Eastern Michigan this week 
end. the BG Softball team will 
take a break from the Mid- 
American Conference todaj 
.is thej host Wright State lor 
a double-header beginning al 
:( p.m. 
Today not only marks the 
last homo games of the sea 
son lor the Falcons, hut the 
lasi of the kind in the (.mil 
of senior llavlev Wiemer. 
I he Falcons (11-27. (i-12 
MAC) head into today's games 
leading WSU in the all time 
scries B ii BG will have their 
hands full, however, as WSU 
comes in riding a 10-gamc 
winning streak, holding the 
third  spot   in  the Horizon 
League standings. 
Tied with Buffalo and 
Toledo lor the final spot lo 
go to the MAC tournament, 
with   Eastern  Michigan  not 
far behind, a good showing 
against WSU would certainly 
pay dividends lor the Falcons 
heading into the final week 
end of MAC play 
"I think lo help us pick 
up some momentum going 
into   Eastern   and   Central 
weekend    would    he    huge," 
Wiemer said. "We jusi want 
everything to go our waj so 
that we have thai chance 
In   really   peak  ,H   the   MAC 
Tournament." 
Although the outcomes ol 
today's games really have 
no effect on the Falcons' 
bid for a tournament spot, 
it surely is a good lune-up 
for the Important weekend 
ahead. 
"It's just another day to gel 
better, and that's really whai 
we're focusing on," said coach 
Shannon Salshurg. "The mosl 
important games are I he four 
ihis weekend I, so we're just 
going lo tocus on some ihings 
lo continue lo work on and 
continue to gel better." 
ETHAN MAOOC 
FORWARD MOMENTUM: 
'Baseball family 
Sontag comes from long line of ballplayers, has been on diamond for years 
By Christopher Rambo 
Reporter 
Susan Sontag's third home run ol the year was siill 
completing its. descent over the righl field fence when 
her maternal grandmother, silling in the stands behind 
home plate, began lapping away at the digits on bei cell 
phone, eager lo inform members of the Sontag clan who 
were not present of what had just transpired 
Susan just hit a home run. we're winning 1-0." she 
said. 
While there is nothing al all unusual about this prac- 
tice, it serves as a prime example of the type of fam- 
ily support the junior left fielder is privileged enough to 
receive. Attend any BG Softball game and you are bound 
to spot a cadre of Sontag supporters — usually accompa- 
nied by Bruin the family dog — sitting about five or six 
rows up lhe bleachers. 
Not to say thai oilier members Of BG'S 2009 softbali 
team do not enjoy similar backing from their loved ones, 
they most certainly do, but there is something unique 
about the Sontag's thai is found in a palpable sense ol 
enthusiasm for baseball and Softball shared In v n ui.illv 
every member of the family. 
"When I was glowing up we well' known around town 
as simply the'baseball family," Sontag said. 
As a child in Monroe. Mich., Sontag spent hei summers 
immersed in the national pastime 
Mong with her two brothers, she helped org.nu/e 
sandlol baseball games with the Other neighborhood 
kids. I he games, played in a lot behind a local supermar- 
ket, usual!) drew about 15-16 players, allowing for two 
equal teams. 
"I always remember being the onlv gill on a field lull 
of hoys." Sontag said. "I think thai experience taught me 
toughness al an early age." 
When not roaming the local sandlots, Sontag compet- 
ed in organized summer softbali leagues and hung out at 
Monroe lelferson High School baseball games where her 
father coached thevarsitv, andhei grandfather the JV. 
There were also frequent rides in her mother's white 
Volkswagen Beetle, which was custom detailed with 
red-stitching, giv ingil I he appcii .nice ol a large, (ierman 
engineered, gas powered baseball. 
Despite being surrounded bj competition since the 
time she could walk. Sontag said her passion i. genuine 
and noi the result ofoverzealous parenting. 
"I was nevei once pushed into Softball," she said I 
chose to play in all the summer leagues and to do all thai 
I did. My parents prett) much staved out of the way 
Upon reaching high school, il look Sontag all 
games to be inserted inthevarsitv starting lineup, where 
she would siav for the next foui vc.ns. amassing three all 
league, all-districi. and all region honors. 
I lei senior veai she led hci Monroe lellerson team all 
the way lo the slate finals, while compiling a v idee game 
like .565 batting average to go along with 64 runs scored 
See SONTAG! Page 8 
2008-09 Bowling Green 
State University Hockey 
Award Winners 
Jim Sears Award (MVP) - Dan Sexton 
lack Gregory Award (Scholars 
Athlete) - Kyle Page 
Dr. Ron Zwierleln Leadership Award 
- Kyle Pa^e 
Sam Cooper Award (Leading Scorer) 
- Dan Sexton 
Howard Brown Award (Coaches' 
Award) - Brandon Svendsen 
BUI & Helen Lloyd Award (Mosl 
Improved) - Josh Boyd & Tommy Dee 
Ilm Ruehl Award (Best Defensive 
Player) - Kyle Page 
Dr.Tom Wojclechowsld Recognition 
Award (Distinguished Service to the 
Program) - lames ISrennan 
Doping allegations surface post Beijing 
Stophrn Wilton 
The Associated Press 
LONDON — The IOC's 
pursuit of drug cheats 
from the Beijing Olympics 
paid off yesterday with 
confirmation that six 
athletes — including two 
medalists — turned up 
positive for a new blood 
boosting substance in 
retests of samples from 
last year's games. 
The International 
Olympic Committee said 
a total of seven positive 
tests involving six ath- 
leles came back positive 
for CERA, an advanced 
version of the endurance 
enhancing hormone EP( I. 
A person familiar with 
the tesl results told The 
Associated Press the tesis 
nabbed three track and 
field athletes, two cy< lists 
and one weighllifter. The 
IOC did not name the ath- 
letes or sports involved, 
saving il was notifying 
the athletes through their 
national Olympic com- 
mittees. 
The person, speaking 
on condition of anonym 
ity because the names 
haven't been released by 
the KX'. said one of the 
hack and field athletes 
was a male gold medalist. 
I he other medalist was in 
1 
cycling, 
I lie Italian Olympic 
Committee said one of 
the six was an Italian .uh 
lete. though it declined 
lo name him.  I he Italian 
news agencj \\s\ identi- 
fied him as cyclist Davide 
Rebellin, silver medalist 
in the road race. 
U.S.OIympicCommittee 
spokesman Marry! Seibel 
stiid the federation hadn't 
received notification from 
the IOC of any adverse 
findings involving a U.S. 
athlete. 
I he   IOC   reanalyzed 
See DOPING  Page 8 
SPORTS 
BRIEF 
Former Falcons sign 
with NFL teams 
Diytal Fv ,;qs and Antonio Smith, who 
both linish-.'.: their Falcon football careers 
last seasoi have been signed by NFL 
teams as u'.lralted free agents 
Briqq- 
defensive end ''nished his I 
the schoo • all-time leader in sai I 
26 and was ^jned bv the San Fra1 
49ers 
Smith rear starting 
for the!. • 'as career with 
249 tail i iceptions and was 
picked up I Browns 
Falcons were among the 10 Mid 
•  .nee players selected in 
kends NFL Draft 
\ 
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SONTAG 
From Page 7 
and 42 stolen bases. 
Sonlagis not the only member 
of her family to enjoy consider- 
able on-field success though. Her 
father, Dave, played collegiately 
at Toledo before becoming head 
coach at Monroe lefferson where 
he manned the helm for 23 sea- 
sons, winning the 2002 state 
title, before stepping down so he 
could be free to watch Susan's 
high school career unfold. 
Sontag's younger brother 
played four years of high school 
hall before accepting a schol- 
arship to Indiana lech in Tort 
Wayne. The family member 
with the largest athletic port- 
folio, however, would have to 
be Sontag's older brother, Ryan, 
who, after starring as an out- 
fielder for Arizona St.. has been 
drafted as a pitcher by the 
Chicago Cubs organization. He 
is currently honing his skills at 
the club's extended spring train- 
ing in Mesa. Arizona. 
"Watching my brother win a 
state title and accomplish all 
that he did really motivated me 
do try and so the same," Sontag 
said. "He definitely set the bar." 
The expertise of both her 
father and elder brother would 
serve Sontag well when t he I i me 
came for her to make the transi- 
tion from high school to college. 
"My father in particular really 
helped me out as far as college 
went," Sontag said. "He gave me 
a lot of advice as far what to 
expect from a team dynamic." 
After visiting both Central 
Michigan and Hall State, Sontag 
eventually decided on Howling 
Green because she found the 
University's smalltown feel to 
her liking. 
"I grew up my entire life in 
a small, close-knit town, so I 
thought the atmosphere here 
really fit me well," Sontag said. 
As she did in high school. 
Sontag wasted little time in 
establishing herself at the colle- 
giate level. She started 43 games 
her freshman year, finishing 
second on the team with nine 
home runs and fourth in RBIs 
with 23. as the Falcons soared to 
an overall record of 33-12. 
"My freshman season was just 
an unforgettable year," Sontag 
said. "To come in and hit those 
home runs and then for the team 
tosetaschoolrecord [forwinning 
percentage] was just unreal." 
After slumping through injuries 
and swing changes her sopho- 
more season, Sontag has emerged 
this spring as one of the team's 
most consistent bats outside of 
I layley Wiemer. 
Thus far she is hitting a solid 
.289 with three home runs and 
eight Ulils, and her 2H hits are 
good for third on the team. 
As proficient as Sontag is on the 
field however, her athletic achieve- 
ments are notably augmented by 
her exemplary work in the class- 
room. Sontag, like her brothers, 
was an excellent student in high 
school, earning the honor of class 
valedictorian. 
Her 3.87 Cil'A here at BO has 
done nothing to disprove the 
notion of Sontag as a gifted and 
disciplined learner. Tor her part, 
Sontag gives most of the credit 
for her educational prowess to her 
patents, both educators them- 
selves, for instilling discipline and 
a will to succeed in her and her 
brothers from an early age. 
"The rule was that we couldn't 
go outside and play or watch TV 
until our homework was com- 
pleted, there were no exceptions," 
Sontag said. "At the time I did not 
like it at all, but now I am very 
grateful for all that my parents did 
in helping further my education. 
They taught me to be organized 
at all times and to always strive to 
take the extra step in everything 
I do." 
Sontag. an architecture major, 
is due to graduate in 2011 and one 
day hopes to land a job with a 
major firm in a bigcity. 
For now though, her primary 
focus is on helping the Falcons 
(4-10 in the Mid-American 
Conference) turn around what 
has been to this point a disap- 
pointing season. 
"I think that there is a lot of 
untapped potential with this 
team," Sontag said. "But for what- 
ever reason we just have not been 
able to put it together so far this 
year." 
Through it all, she continues to 
lean on the support of her base- 
ball-loving family. 
"1 owe everything I have to my 
parents." Sontag said. "They haw 
molded me into what I am today, 
and lor that 1 thank them very 
much." 
DOPING 
From Paqe 7 
a total of 948 samples from 
Beijing after new lab tests for 
CERA and insulin became 
available following the 
Olympics. The testing began 
in January and focused main- 
ly on endurance events in 
cycling, rowing, swimming 
and athletics. 
"The further analysis of the 
Beijing samples that we con- 
ducted should send a clear 
message that cheats can 
never assume that they have 
avoided detection," said 
Arne Ljungqvist, chairman 
of the IOC medical commis 
sion. 
The IOC will wait for word 
from the national Olympic 
bodies before holding any dis- 
ciplinary hearings. Athletes 
found guilty of doping face 
being disqualified from the 
Olympics and stripped of any 
medals they won. 
In the meantime, national 
and international bodies are 
free to impose provisional 
suspensions of athletes, the 
IOC said. 
A Greek race walker, 
Athanasia Tsoumeleka, 
announced in January that she 
had tested positive in the new 
Beijing checks. Tsoumeleka. 
who finished ninth in Beijing 
in the 20K walk, was charged 
by a (ireek prosecutor earlier 
this month with using banned 
drugs. 
The IOC previously disqual- 
ified nine athletes for doping 
at the Aug. 8-24 Olympics. In 
addition, there were six dop- 
ing cases involving horses in 
the equestrian competition. 
The IOC is storing doping 
samples for eight years so they 
can be tested retroactively 
when new detection methods 
are developed. 
The World Anti-Doping 
Agency welcomed the IOC 
findings. Under the WADA 
code, athletes can be disci- 
plined up to eight years from 
the date of a doping violation. 
"We suggest that athletes 
who may be tempted to cheat 
keep this reality in mind," 
WADA president John 1'ahey 
said. "We believe that retro- 
spective testing serves as a 
strong deterrent." 
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1 HOUR PIT STOP IIHE SERVICE    QU«fiAKIEED Will 
fAUW SERVICE CENTERS Across from ALDI 
Yankees lowering select ticket prices 
By Ronald Blum 
The Associated Press 
NEW YORK — Turns out a few 
more fans might be able to buy 
those empty front-row seats at 
Yankee Stadium. 
The New York Yankees 
slashed prices on more than 40 
percent of their front-row seats 
by up to 50 percent yesterday 
and announced many of those 
who bought tickets closest to 
the field for $325-52,500 will be 
eligible for additional free seats. 
Those initiatives could help 
pack previously unfilled areas 
that were an eye sore on tele- 
vision broadcasts during the 
opening homestand at the $1.5 
billion ballpark. 
"Thereareafewhundrcdsuite 
seats in our premium locations 
that have not been sold on a 
full season basis," Yankees 
managing general partner Hal 
Steinbren tier sa id in a statement. 
"As a result, and for many of 
our fans who have already pur- 
chased full season suite seats 
in such premium locations, the 
Yankees are announcing today 
a program that adjusts certain 
prices and benefits." 
While most of the cheaper 
tickets in the second and third 
decks were sold for the open- 
ing six games, entire sections 
of cushioned blue seats with 
teak arm rests in the first nine 
rows in 25 sections went empty, 
areas that cost $500 and up. In 
addition, many of the non-pre- 
mium seats between the bases, 
which cost $325 as part of sea- 
son tickets and $375 individu- 
ally, also went unfilled. 
MSNBC's Keith Olbermann, 
who owns three $850 Legends 
Suite season tickets, was 
unhappy prices were cut only 
for those with front-row seats 
while others will be given addi- 
tional tickets. 
"If they're offering only selec- 
tive refunds, depend upon it: 
There are going to be lawsuits," 
he said. "Great, more tickets 
nobody wants. The silver lining 
here is that even more chari- 
ties are going to be getting even 
more tickets from me." 
The price of first-row season 
seats in nine sections of the 
Delta Sky360 Suite one deck 
up behind home plate was cut 
from $750 to $550. 
Among the top non-pre- 
mium seats in the lower deck, 
the Yankees announced a buy- 
three-get-one-free program for 
new $325-a-seat season tickets 
in the 15 sections between the 
bases. 
Steinbrenner said the 
Yankees had sold 85 percent of 
their premium seats and 37,000 
full-season equivalents, more 
than 3.4 million tickets in all. 
But it was apparent most of the 
unsold seats were closest to the 
field. 
In response, the team cut 
the price of first-row Legends 
Suite seats in four sections on 
the outer half of the dugouts 
and photo cages from $2,500 to 
$1,250. According to a count by 
The Associated Press, 48 seats 
were affected. 
In addition, seats in the 
first row in the final three sec- 
tions down each foul line were 
slashed from $1,000 to $650. 
That affects 68 seats. 
In all, the AP count had 
the Yankees cutting the price 
of 116 of 258 front-rows seats, 
which have been on sale for 
up to $2,625 for individual 
games. The team said the 
reductions will apply to this 
season only, and ticket buyers 
can receive either a refund or 
credit. 
Assemblyman Richard 
Brodsky of Westchester, a fre- 
quent and vocal critic of the 
Yankees, said the reductions 
weren't enough. 
"It's the public that built 
Yankee Stadium, and even at 
these prices, the public has been 
excluded from the very stadium 
they built," Brodsky said. "It's a 
com i nu i ng d isaster." 
Those who bought $2,500 
first-row season tickets in the 11 
sections surrounding the plate 
that weren't reduced — there 
are 98 seats in that area — will 
receive an equal number office 
first-row tickets for the rest of 
the season. Those who bought 
$1,250 first-row seats in the first 
two sections past each photo 
cage — 44 seats previously in 
that category—will receive free 
seats for 24 games. 
Fans who bought $850 
Legends Suite season tickets 
— there are 843 scats located 
in that category — will get free 
seats in the same section for 
eight games and free seats in 
the $500 section for four games. 
Those who bought $600 
Legends Suite season tickets — 
324 seats are in that area — will 
get free seals in the $500 sec- 
tion for 10 games. Those who 
bought $500 Legends Suite 
seats — there are 470 — will 
get free seats in that section for 
eight games. 
Among the $325 non-premi- 
um seats between the bases, the 
Yankees said fans who bought 
two or three season tickets 
will receive two free tickets for 
every other game starting with 
Thursday or Friday. Those who 
bought four or five season tick- 
ets will get two free seats for 
every game, those who bought 
six or seven will get three free 
seats for every game and those 
who bought season tickets will 
get four free seats for every 
game. 
The Yankees have charged 
far higher prices than the Mets, 
whose top 92 seats behind 
home plate, called Delta Club 
Platinum, average $495 under 
the team's five-tier variable 
pricing svstem at $800 million 
Citi Field.' 
Encarnacion out, placed on 15 day DL 
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By Jo. Kay 
The Associated Press 
CINCINNATI — Edwin 
Encarnacion has been placed 
on the 15-day disabled list 
after tests found that the 
Cincinnati Reds third base- 
man has a chipped bone in 
his left wrist. 
Encarnacion has been both- 
ered by the wrist since spring 
training, when he also was 
slowed by a sore right shoul- 
der on his throwing side. He 
struck out in the ninth inning 
of a 4-1 loss to Houston on 
Monday night, extending his 
slump to l-for-28. 
Encarnacion appeared to 
aggravate the wrist in his last 
at-bat on Monday, prompting 
the Reds to send him for tests. 
"You never know until you 
do the tests," manager Dusty 
Baker said. "1 don't know if 
he did it on the last swing 
yesterday or before. I saw him 
wince in his last at-bat." 
The Reds called up infield- 
er Adam Rosales from Triple- 
A Louisville to take his spot. 
Rosales was batting .431 with 
four homers and 15 RBIs in 17 
games. He played in 18 games 
for the Reds last season, bat- 
ting .207 without a homer. 
It was the first roster move 
of the season for the Reds, 
who also were missing left 
fielder Chris Dickerson on 
yesterday. 
Dickerson bumped heads 
with Houston shortstop 
Miguel Tejada while sliding 
into second Monday night. 
Dickerson left the game an 
inning later with a headache 
and dizziness. He was tested 
on Tuesday to determine if he 
suffered a concussion. 
"I feel fine," Dickerson said. 
"No dizziness. I still have a 
little bit of a headache. My 
mental processing is a little 
hazy. I noticed that during 
the test." 
Dickerson took a test that 
involved memorizing pat- 
terns and number sequences. 
He said one of his scores was 
significantly lower than when 
DAVID PHIUIP I AP PHOTO 
CHIPPY: A chipped bone in Edwin 
Encdrnacions elbow will keep him out. 
he took the test during spring 
training. Baker expects him to 
sit out the last two games of the 
series against Houston. 
"He's feeling better, but he's 
not 100 percent yet," Baker said. 
"He's not doing too muchac- 
tivity activity." 
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CHIT CHAT: Senate Judiciary Chairman Patrick Leahy. D-Vt. right, talks with the commit- 
tee's ranking Republican Sen Arlen Specter. R-Pa.. on Capitol Hill in Washington. 
Veteran 
politician switches 
sides unexpectedly 
By David Eipo 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON — Veteran 
Republican Arlen Specter of 
Pennsylvania switched parties 
yesterday with a suddenness 
that seemed to stun the Senate, 
a moderate's defection that 
pushed Democrats to within a 
seat of a 60-vote filibuster-resis- 
tant majority with President 
Barack Obama's key legislative 
priorities on the horizon. 
Specter, 79 and seeking a sixth 
term in 2010, conceded bluntly 
that his chances of winning a 
Pennsylvania Republican pri- 
mary next year were bleak in a 
party grown increasingly con- 
servative. Bui he cast his deci- 
sion as one of principle, rather 
than fueled by political ambition 
as spurned GOP leaders alleged. 
"I have found myself 
increasingly at odds with the 
Republican philosophy and 
more in line with the philoso- 
phy of the Democratic Party," 
he said at a news conference. 
He added, "I am not prepared 
to have my 29 year record in the 
United States Senate decided by 
the Pennsylvania Republican 
primary electorate." 
Not long after Specter met pri- 
vately with Republican senators 
toexplainhisdecision.theparty's 
leader, Sen. Mitch McConnell, 
said tlie switch posed a "threat 
.to the country." The issue, he 
said, "really relates to... whether 
or not in the United States of 
America our people want the 
majority party to have whatever 
it wants, without restraint, with- 
out a check or balance." 
As a result of last fall's elec- 
tions, Democrats control the 
White House and have a large 
majority in the House. Specter's 
switch leaves them with 59 
Senate seats. Democrat Al 
Franken is ahead in a marathon 
recount in Minnesota. If he ulti- 
mately defeats Republican Norm 
Coleman. he would become the 
party's 60th vote — the number 
needed to overcome a filibuster 
that might otherwise block leg- 
islation. 
Specter, who has a lifelong 
record of independence, told 
reporters, "I will not be an auto- 
matic 60th vote." As evidence, 
he pointed out he opposes "card 
check" legislation to make it eas- 
ier for workers to form unions, a 
bill that is organized labor's top 
priority this year. 
His move comes as Democrats 
are looking ahead to battles on 
health care, energy and educa- 
tion. 
Specter was one of only three 
Republicans in Congress who 
voted for Obama's economic 
stimulus bill earlier this year, a 
measure the senator said was 
needed to head off the threat of 
another Great Depression. 
Spectercalled the White House 
yesterday to notify Obama of his 
decision to switch. The presi- 
dent called back moments later, 
according to spokesman Robert 
Gibbs, to say the Democratic 
Party was "thrilled to have you." 
Several officials, speaking on 
condition of anonymity, said dis- 
cussions of a possible switch had 
reached into the White House in 
recent days, although Gibbs said 
he had no details. 
Gibbs said Obama would raise 
money for Specter as well as 
campaign personally for him if 
asked. 
Specter told reporters at his 
news conference that Gov. Ed 
Rendell, a Democrat, had sug- 
gested a meeting in Washington 
for this week at which the par- 
ty's leadership could formally 
"endorse my candidacy." 
In Pennsylvania, State Rep. 
josh Shapiro, a Democrat, 
swiftly announced he was no 
longer interested in running for 
the Senate next year. The only 
announced Democratic can- 
didate has been loe Torsella, 
chairman of the State Board of 
Education. 
Among Republicans, former 
Rep. Pat Toomey is expected to 
run. He had been poised to chal- 
lenge Specter, who defeated him 
narrowly in a 2004 primary. 
"I welcome Senator Specter 
and his moderate voice to our 
diverse caucus," Senate Majority 
Leader Harry Reid, D-Nev., said 
in a statement that was a jab at 
the Republicans. 
Other Democrats spread the 
word on Twitter in a way that 
reflected surprise. "Specter 
to switch parties? Wow," said 
a message sent by Sen. Claire 
McCaskill of Missouri. 
Ironically, Specter had spoken 
aloud recently about the impor- 
tance of a strong Republican 
presence in the Senate. 
"If we lose my seat they have 
60 Democrats, they will pass 
card check, you will have the 
Obama tax increases, they will 
carry out his big spending plans. 
So the 41st Republican, whose 
name is Arlen Specter, is vital to 
stopping tax increases, passage 
of card check and the Obama big 
spending plans." 
Pennsylvania has voted 
increasingly Democratic in 
recent elections, and Obama's 
candidacy in 2008 prompted 
thousands of voters te switch 
their registration to his party. 
Specter said their migration had 
left the GOP primary electorate 
"very far to the right." 
After nearly six full termsin the 
Senate, Specter is one of a hand- 
ful of moderate Republicans 
left, a politician of remarkable 
resilience who has maneuvered 
successfully to protect his seat at 
home and his seniority rights in 
Congress. 
In line to become chairman of 
the Senate Judiciary Committee 
In 2004, he was forced to reas- 
sure conservatives he would 
not attempt to thwart them on 
President George W. Bush's con- 
servative judicial nominees. As a 
senior lawmaker on the Senate 
Appropriations Committee, he 
is responsible for a steady stream 
of federal projects in his state. 
In recent years, he has bat- 
tled Hodgkin's disease, a can- 
cer of the lymphatic system, but 
maintains a busy schedule that 
includes daily games of squash. 
Specter was the sixth sena- 
tor to switch parties in the past 
15 years, and the first to leave 
the Republicans since former 
Sen. lames leffords of Vermont 
became an independent in 
2001. Jeffords' defection gave 
Democrats control of the Senate. 
Reid, then the second-ranking 
Democrat, played a role in that 
change, as well, offering to give 
up a committee chairmanship 
so leffords could retain it. 
As one of the most senior 
Republicans in the Senate, 
Specter held powerful posi- 
tions on the ludiciary and 
Appropriations committees. It 
was not clear how Democrats 
would calculate his seniority in 
assigning committee perches. 
As recently as late winter, he 
was asked by a reporter why he 
had not taken Democrats up on 
past offers to switch parties. 
"Because I am a Republican," 
he said at the time. 
Yesterday's switch was not 
Specter's first. 
He was a Democrat until 1965, 
when he ran successfully on the 
Republican ticket for district 
attorney in Philadelphia. 
Chrysler reaches agreement with debt holders 
By Stephen Manning 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON — The Treasury 
Department has reached a ten- 
tative agreement with four of 
Chrysler's major debt holders in 
a bid to keep the automaker out 
of bankruptcy protection, two 
people familiar with the talks 
said yesterday. 
Under the agreement, the four 
banks will forgo claims to their 
portion of Chrysler's S6.9 billion 
debt in exchange for S2 billion in 
cash when the deal closes, said 
the people, who spoke on condi- 
tion of anonymity because the 
agreement has not been formally 
announced. 
"We view this as a huge step 
forward," said one of the people. 
The people did not identify 
the banks involved in the deal, 
but Treasury has been negotiat- 
ing with a committee of credi- 
tors including Citigroup Inc., 
IPMorgan Chase & Co.. Gold man 
SachsGroup Inc., Morgan Stanley 
and several smaller ranks, plus 
some hedge funds. 
Messages seeking comment 
were left for representatives of 
MASSIMO PINCA     APPHOK. 
DEADLINE APPROACHING: Fiat vice Chairman John Philip Elkann gets into a car 
following an Exor shareholders meeting in Tunn. Italy, yeitprday. 
the banks. 
Treasury needs to persuade all 
46 banks and hedge funds that 
hold Chrysler debt to go along, 
the people said. If not, a bank- 
ruptcy filing could still be pos- 
sible for the nation's third largest 
automaker. 
If the remaining debt holders 
agree to the deal, that leaves a 
partnership with Italian auto- 
maker l-'iat Group SpA as the lone 
remaining hurdle to Chrysler 
meeting a government-imposed 
deadline Thursday to complete 
a number of major restructur- 
ing steps and become eligible for 
furl her government aid. 
A person familiar with the 
Chrysler liat talks said yesterday 
thai the Hal deal is near comple- 
tion. Negotiators for both auto- 
makers and the government 
were waiting on the debt holders 
before finishing their talks, said 
the person, who asked not to Ix.' 
identified because the talks are 
ongoing. 
Chrysler cleared another hur- 
dle lasl weekend when il reached 
a deal with the DAW that would 
give the union a 55 percent stake1 
in the company and assurances 
over issues like worker health 
care. Factory-level union lead- 
ers voted unanimously Monday 
night to recommend rank and 
file members approve the deal, 
and ratification votes should be 
finished by today. 
The people familiar with the 
matter said a "surgical bank- 
ruptcy is still possible il all of 
Chrysler creditors don't go along 
with the deal, but that it was not 
the preferred option lor resoh Ing 
Chrysler's problems. 
The debt holders and the 
Treasury Department have been 
trading proposals in the pasl sev- 
eral weeks but had remained far 
apart on how much the credi- 
tors would recoup in a Chrysler 
restructuring. Debt holders last 
week offered to reduce their debt 
to S3.75 billion in exchange for a 
40 percent stake in the company. 
Treasury has offered much less 
generous terms. 
The people said the govern- 
ment told the debt holders that 
they could lose everything if no 
deal was reached. 
Possible policy for imposing fines on vulgar radio stations 
By Mark Shvrman 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON — The Supreme 
Court ruled narrowly yesterday 
in favor of a government poli- 
cy that threatens broadcasters 
with fines over the use of even a 
single curse word on live televi- 
sion, yet stopped short of decid- 
ing whether the policy violates 
the Constitution. 
In six separate opinions total- 
ling 69 pages, the justices sig- 
naled seriousconcernsaboutthe 
constitutionality of the Federal 
CommunicationsCommission's 
"fleeting expletives" policy, but 
called on a federal appeals court 
to weigh whether it violates First 
Amendment guarantees of free 
speech. 
By a 5-4 vote, however, the 
court did throw out a ruling 
by the 2nd U.S. Circuit Court 
of Appeals in New York. That 
court had found in favor of a Fox 
Television-led challenge to the 
FCC policy and had returned 
the case to the agency for a "rea- 
soned analysis" of its tougher 
line on indecency. 
The commission appealed to 
the Supreme Court instead. 
lust ice Antonin Scalia, writ- 
"[The] decision should reassure parents 
that their children can still be protected 
from the indecent material on the 
nation's airwaves." 
Michaei Copps [Acting FCC 
ing for the court, said the FCC 
policy, adopted in 2004, is "nei- 
ther arbitrary nor capricious." 
Acting FCC Chairman 
Michael Copps called the deci- 
sion "a big win for America's 
families." Copps said the "deci- 
sion should reassure parents 
that their children can still be 
protected from indecent mate- 
rial on the nation's airwaves." 
Fox expressed disappoint- 
ment with the decision, but said 
it is "optimistic that we will ulti- 
mately prevail when the First 
Amendment issues are fully 
aired before the courts." 
The FCC changed its long- 
standing policy after it conclud- 
ed that a onc-free-expletive rule 
did not make sense in the con- 
text of keeping the air waves free 
of indecency when children are 
likely to be watching television. 
The precipitating events were 
live broadcasts of awards shows 
in which Bono, Cher and Nicole 
Richie let slip or perhaps pur- 
posely said variations of what 
Scalia called yesterday "the F- 
and S-words." 
LJnder the new FCC rule, some 
words are so offensive that they 
always evoke sexual or excre- 
tory images. So-called fleeting 
expletives were not treated as 
indecent before then. 
In its last major broadcast 
indecency case, the court ruled 
31 years ago that the FCC could 
keep curse words off the air- 
waves between 6 a.m. and 10 
p.m. 
justice Clarence Thomas 
sided with the majority yester- 
day, but nevertheless noted that 
the previous decision and an 
even earlier case "were uncon- 
vincing when they were issued, 
and the passage of time has only 
increased, doubt regarding their 
continued validity." 
When the court upheld the 
FCC regulation in 1978, televi- 
sion broadcasts were the only 
source of images available to 
most Americans. 
Today, the Internet, cable and 
satellite television arein millions 
of homes, yet the FCC's author- 
ity extends only to broadcast 
television and radio, as Thomas 
noted. 
"For most consumers, tra- 
ditional broadcast media pro 
gramming is now bundled with 
cable or satellite services," he 
said. 
lustice Ruth Bader Ginsburg, 
who dissented yesterday along 
with the other three liberal 
justices, similarly raised con- 
stitutional concerns. Ginsburg 
said that in a case that turns on 
government restriction of spo- 
ken words, "there is no way to 
hide the long shadow the First 
Amendment casts over what the 
commission has done." 
The nub of yesterday's rul- 
ing was whether the FCC took a 
reasonable course in changing 
its policy and concluding that 
curse words referring to sex and 
excrement are always indecent. 
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Virus infects New York Students   Federal report no longer considered accurate 
By Sara Kuglar 
The Associated Press 
I 
NEW YORK—The global swine 
flu outbreak worsened yester- 
day as hundreds of students at a 
New York school tell ill and fed- 
eral officials said they expect- 
ed to see U.S. deaths from the 
virus. 
' Cuba suspended flights to 
and from Mexico, becoming 
die first country to impose a 
travel ban to the epicenter nl 
the epidemic The mayor of the 
capital cracked down further 
on public life, dosing gyms and 
jrwimming pools and ordering 
restaurants to limit service to 
takeout 
Confirmed cases were report- 
ed for the lifst time as tar away 
as New Zealand and Israel, join- 
ing the United States, Canada. 
Britain and Spain. 
Su Ine Hu is believed to have 
killed more than l.M) people 
in Mexico, and the Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevent ion 
said the U.S. has 68 confirmed 
cases in five states, with 45 ill 
New York, one in Ohio, one in 
Indiana, two in Kansas, six in 
Texas and 13 in California. 
"I fully expect we will see 
deaths from this infection," said 
Richaid llesser. acting director 
QI the CDC. 
?  That     was      echoed      by 
homeland Security Secretary 
(met Napolitano. 
j "It is very likely thai we will 
£e more serious presentations 
•jf illness and some deaths as 
Ifv go through this flu cycle. 
0u said. 
i President   llarack   Obama 
BENHARGOl    AP PHOTO 
PROTECTION: Katya Luslig. center, training manager at La Clmica de la Raza trams 
< le-h Mayra Tories, left, and Angelina Galvan in the use of a respiratory protection mask 
asked Congress for Sl.fi billion 
in emergency funds to fight the 
illness. 
In New York, there were 
growing signs that the virus 
was moving beyond St. Francis 
Preparatory school, where sick 
students started lining up last 
week at the nurse's office. The 
outbreak came just days after 
a group of students returned 
from spring break in Cancun. 
At the 2,700-student school, 
the largest Roman Cathlic 
high school in the nation, 
"many hundreds of students 
were ill with symptoms that 
are most likely swine flu." said 
Health Commissioner Thomas 
Triedeti. The cases haven't been 
confirmed. 
Twelve teachers reported 
flu-like symptoms as well, said 
the principal. Brother Leonard 
Con way. 
A nearby public school lor 
Special education students was 
shut down after more than 80 
students called in sick. Frieden 
said that some of the students 
have siblings at St. Francis. 
"It is here and it is spreading," 
I riedensaid. 
Still. U.S. officials stressed 
there was no need for panic 
and noted that flu outbreaks 
are quite common every year. 
I he CDC estimates that about 
36,000 people in the United 
States died of flu-related causes 
each year, on average, in the 
1990s.' 
The increase in cases was not 
surprising, lor days, CDC offi- 
cials said they expected to see 
more confirmed cases* and 
more severe illnesses. Health 
officials across the country 
stepped up efforts to look for 
symptoms, espedaUj among 
people who had traveled to 
Mexico. 
U.S. scientists hope to have 
a key ingredient for a vaccine 
read) in early May, but it still 
will lake a few months before 
any shots are available for the 
first required safety testing. 
By Rita EUamiih 
The Associated Press 
In an about face, thegovcrnment 
yesterday disavowed a 12-year- 
old federal report that found 
little or no cancer risk for adults 
who lived on a Marine base 
where drinking water was con- 
taminated for three decades. 
Up to I million people could 
have been exposed to toxins that 
seeped from a neighboring dry 
cleaner and industrial activity 
at Camp Lejeune, N.C., federal 
officials say. Now, a report that 
minimized the cancer threat for 
adults has been discredited. 
"We can no longer stand 
behind the accuracy of the 
information in that docu- 
ment." William Cibulas, direc- 
tor of health assessment for the 
Agency for Toxic Substances and 
Disease Registry, said at a meet- 
ing in Atlanta. "We know too 
much now," 
Sick veterans, who became 
known as "poisoned patri- 
ots," and their advocates never 
believed the report's conclu- 
sions. Their families have filed 
claims for S.'M.H billion in dam- 
ages. A study continues on 
whether fetuses might have 
been harmed. 
The agency, charged with 
protecting public health around 
toxic sites, said it was rescinding 
the 1997 assessment on health 
effects of water that residents of 
the base drank and bathed in, 
because of omissions and sci- 
entific inaccuracy. That study 
found the water contamination 
began in the 1950s and contin- 
ued until wells were shut down 
"The science is just 
not that good for 
us to make that 
determination." 
William Cibulas | Director 
in 1987. 
Jerry Ensminger, a retired 
Marine who has spent years 
digging through military and 
health documents at Camp 
I.ejeune and believes his daugh- 
ter faney's leukemia death at age 
9 was due to the water, welcomed 
the government's reversal on the 
report. 
"We are in Day 99 of change, 
and by God we're starting to see 
it," he said, meaning the change 
promised by President Barack 
Obama. The report in question 
dates to Bill Clinton's adminis- 
tration. 
The flawed document is being 
pulled from the Internet while 
the agency incorporates new 
science to rewrite what Cibulas 
called "troublesome" sections. 
Among its problems, the doc- 
ument omitted mention of the 
cancer-causing chemical ben- 
zene, which military sampling 
found in a base well in 1984. 
Researchers should have men- 
tioned its high levels and tried 
to verify whether it reached the 
drinking water, said Cibulas. He 
said Ensminger recently brought 
the omission of benzene to his 
attention. 
Additionally, the contaminat- 
ing solvents that officials focused 
on have been characterized by 
new science as even more likely 
to cause cancer, he noted. 
Cibulas also cited findings, 
reported in a 2007 Associated 
Press investigation of the water 
contamination, that the study 
underestimated the extent of the 
contamination on the base due 
to inadequate information from 
the Marines. 
His unusual announcement 
came at a meeting of the health 
agency, part of the Health and 
Human Services Department, 
and its community advisory 
panel that works on follow-up 
to Camp I^jeune's past water 
problems. 4 
Members of the panel have 
long criticized the health docu- 
ment's failings. Lawmakers who 
heard the Marines' stories last 
year dubbed them "poisoned 
patriots." 
A table in the document stated 
unequivocally that adults faced 
no increased cancer risk from 
the water. Elsewhere, the report 
said cancer was not likely but 
more study was needed. 
Cibulas voiced concern that 
the report was misinterpreted 
by veterans Affairs and others as 
saying: "No way, no how, would 
any person who drank contami- 
nated water at Camp Lejeune be 
expected to suffer any adverse 
health effects, be they cancerous 
or non-cancerous. 
"The science is just not that 
good for us to make that deter- 
mination," he said. 
The 1997 assessment said chil- 
dren's cancer risk was unknown, 
but it cited studies showing 
potential cancer dangers from 
solvent-tainted water for fetuses. 
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By David Tirrcll Wysocki 
The Associated Press 
P1NKHAM NOTCH, N.H. — An 
Eagle Scout whose moun- 
tain day hike went awry when 
unusually warm weather turned 
small streams into raging rivers, 
blocking his way, was found safe 
yesterday after spending three 
nights alone in the woods. 
Scott Mason, a 17-year-old 
from Halifax, Mass., was spotted 
by searchers yesterday morning 
northwest of Mount Washington, 
the Northeast's highest moun- 
tain. He actually would have 
rescued himself within about 45 
minutes by walking into plain 
view along a ridgeline, officials 
said. 
Mason was reunited with his 
family at a command center 
about two hours later, hugging 
them and slapping his father on 
the back, lie then was taken by 
ambulance to a hospital to have 
pain in one of his legs checked 
out, said Maj.Tim Acemoof New 
JIMCOli AP PHOTO 
FOUND:Scott Mason gets a hug from his sister Amy Mason after spending three nights lost 
in the White Mountains in Pinlrham Notch. N.H.. yesterday. 
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Hampshire's Fish and Game 
Department. 
"He looked a lot older. He 
looked sad and older," said his 
mother, lory, who was trembling 
with emotion. 
Mason, who earned his Eagle 
Scout badge six months ago, 
headed up Mount Washington 
early Saturday and was planning 
to hike 17 miles in one day. He 
had climbed the mountain three 
or four times, so it wasn't unusu- 
al for him to set off by himself on 
such a challenging hike. 
But warm weather — it hit a 
record 56degreesatWashington's 
summit on Saturday — forced a 
change in his route. As he was 
coming down a trail, "there was 
a big raging river in his way," 
said Fred Wilkinson, one of the 
rescuers who found him. 
Over the next days, high waters 
and rain gave him trouble, as 
it did the searchers moving 
through waist-deep, soft snow. 
"Each time he is trying to get 
back to a trail, he's coming back 
to a river," Acerno said. 
The teen's father, Mike Mason, 
said believing that his son 
wouldn't panic helped him stay 
calm. 
"I hung in there because I had 
a sense he would hunker down 
and he was gonna pass this test," 
Mason said. "This is his bas- 
ketball, football, this is what he 
loves." 
Tom Goldrick, Mason's scout- 
master in Halifax, felt if anyone 
could survive the elements at the 
6,288-foot Mount Washington, 
notorious for its unpredictable 
and often treacherous weather, 
it would be Mason. 
"He's the most experienced 
hiker in our scout troop. ... We 
all had a very positive outlook," 
Goldrick said. 
Before leaving an Appalachian 
Mountain Club bunkhouse 
Saturday morning, Mason said 
he planned to climb Mount 
Washington, then take the 
Appalachian Trail north to the 
summits of Mounts Jefferson, 
Adams and Madison. He left the 
ridgeline around Mount Clay, 
descending into an area known 
as the Great Gulf Wilderness, 
where he was blocked by the 
river. 
Searchers had been following 
intermittent boot tracks con- 
sistent with someone who was 
disoriented or lost, Acerno said. 
Searchers in six teams of four 
used ropes and temporary bridg- 
es as they approached the area 
from two directions, but had dif- 
ficulty moving in the snow and 
water, Acerno said. 
The unusually warm, humid 
weather since Saturday worked 
for and against Mason: Searchers 
weren't worried about hypother- 
mia, but they said the melting 
snow had led to high rivers that 
would be difficult to cross. 
Brian Clark, a meteorologist 
with the Mount Washington 
Observatory, said temperatures 
in the upper 20s are typical at 
this time of year. Saturday's high 
of 56 degrees was a record and 
temperatures on Sunday were in 
the upper 30s. 
"Certainly if someone had to 
unexpectedly spend a few days 
up there it can't get much better 
than that," he said. "If we'd got- 
ten normal weather for this time 
of year, it could've turned out 
differendy." 
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STAYING CLOSE: Inmates are seen in the cafeteria during lunch at ihe Southeastern Correctional Institution Wednesday. April 22.2009 in 
Lancaster. Ohio Ohio's prisons ate at 152 percent capacity and space is squeezing tighter by the day. said Prison Director Terry Collins 
Overcrowding affecting Ohio Prisons 
By Julie Crr Smyth 
The Associated Press 
LANCASTER, Ohio — Rows of 
steel-framed bunk beds crowd 
inmates in one dormitory at 
the Southeastern Correctional 
Institution, and whatever 
cramped space that's left feels 
even tighter because of the tow- 
els, jackets and laundry bags 
dangling off beds into the narrow 
aisles. 
On a recent day, 267 men were 
in one dorm with less than an 
arm span between beds. Another 
dorm, built in the early 1900s, 
had to pass a special engineering 
inspection just to hold the load of 
bunks the state added. 
That's just a snapshot of the 
burgeoning overcrowding in 
Ohio's prisons. Facilities are at 
132 percent of capacity and pris- 
onsdirector Terry Collins says die 
problem is getting worse. 
"When you're pushing more 
people into a confined space, 
then they lose personal space,'' 
said Collins, who heads of Ohio 
Department of Rehabilitation 
and Correction. "When any of 
us lose personal space, it creates 
extra tension. I mean, none of us 
like to have somebody right on 
top of us." 
Collins is pushing sentencing 
reforms in the state Legislature 
that he says can help alleviate the 
problem and save money, includ- 
ing slightly raising dollar thresh- 
olds on certain offenses that lead 
to imprisonment, increasingfrom 
one to five the number of days in 
"good time" that can be shaved 
off a sentence, and requiting 
community-based punishments 
over prison in certain situations. 
He is scheduled to testify in the 
state Senate today. 
"When you're pushing 
more people into a 
confined space they 
lose personal space." 
Tetry Collins | Prisons Jrrecto' 
The crowding is not unique 
to Ohio. According to the U.S. 
Bureau of Justice Statistics, 
American prisons moved from 2 
percent over capacity to 11 per- 
cent over capacity between 2000 
and 2005, the period for which 
the latest statistics are available. 
Collins said he and his colleagues 
around the country have only 
seen the problem grow since. 
Battier this month, the United 
Nations' crimes chief said prison 
crowding has become a problem 
worldwide. 
Violence, theft and a lack of 
access to programs that could 
jump-start a crime-free life out- 
side the prison system are all 
worsening problems as crowding 
builds, Collins said. Ohio's pris- 
ons are designed to house 38,665 
people and are currently housing 
50.814. 
The crowding is bad for 
inmates, as well as staff, Collins 
said. 
"Having double bunks cer- 
tainly creates vision problems," 
he said. "Having staff trying to 
watch a larger number of people 
than what you'd like to have in 
the dormitory certainly creates 
issuer." 
Dormitories at the minimum 
security Eairfield County prison 
were intended to house bunks 
along the outside walls and single 
beds in the center of the room. 
That configuration would allow 
guards clear sight lines to observe 
inmates' activity. Instead, guards 
must contend with beds, televi- 
sions and personal belongings 
propped along the concrete ledg- 
es while the)' try to do their job. 
That creates stress, Collins 
said. 
"It's harder to watch 100 than it 
is to watch 50," he said. 
Inmates spend many hours a 
day in their dorm area — await- 
ing "count" five times through- 
out the day, resting at night and 
between job assignments, as well 
as socializing or watching TV, 
simply because there's nothing 
else to do. 
This prison, one of 32 hous- 
ing about nearly 51,000 inmates 
statewide, is designed to house 
1,385 prisoners. One day earlier 
this month, the count was 1,636, 
with a total security staff of about 
200. 
Inmate Sam Taylor, doing 18 
months on a burglary-related 
parole violation, said "things hap- 
pen" when this many men are in 
tight quarters. That includes phys- 
ical confrontations, gang activity, 
and theft of inmates' hard-won 
commissary items from their 
lockers while they're out. 
There's no privacy — ever, he 
said, even to concentrate on a let- 
ter sent back home. 
"Even in the bathroom there's 
no privacy," Taylor said. "A lot of 
guys like me — I'm 35, I've got a 
family out there, I've got a baby 
on the way — I need a lot of 'me 
time,' because I write. You really 
can't get that here." 
Meals present perhaps the big- 
gest risk for violent outbreaks, 
because inmates are crowded, 
hungry, and gathered in large 
numbers in the chow hall, Collins 
said. 
Rare-coin to be auctioned for millions 
ByT«rry Kinn«y 
The Associated Press 
CINCINNATI—The coin world 
is abuzz over the auction of a 
rare silver dollar, one of the 
most valuable in the world and 
one of only IS known to exist 
from a never-circulated group 
made for the likes of the King of 
Siamand the Sultan of Muscat. 
The 1804 Adams-Carter sil- 
ver dollar fetched more than 
S2 million in a private sale two 
years ago and is expected to top 
that again this week. The coin 
has been owned by a Boston 
banker, a Texas publishing 
mogul and by a collector who 
sold everything to help build a 
church school in Ohio. 
The auction is a major hap- 
pening for collectors — even 
ones who can't afford the 
expected price tag — partly 
because it will be a rare oppor- 
tunity to see the coin. It's 
the highlight of the Central 
States   Numismatic   Society 
PH0IO 
MILLIONS: The coin, pictured above, 
is expected to sell for at least $2 million 
in a public auction April 29 2009 in 
Cincinnati 
Convention that runs today 
through Saturday inCincinnati. 
Anyone registered to bid on 
any item in the auction may 
view the coin, and that could 
number in the thousands, said 
lodd Imhof of Heritage Auction 
Galleries of Dallas. 
)oe Barrett, co-owner of three 
Hare Coin Gallery shops in the 
Cincinnati area, compared the 
convention to a movie buff's 
visit to a film museum, with 
Kevin Costlier as tour guide. 
"for coin people, it doesn't 
get any better than this," Barrett 
said, "for young collectors, this 
is an opportunity to see things 
they wouldn't get a chance to 
see otherwise." 
Beth Deisher, editor of Coin 
World magazine, suggested tin- 
valuable coin may not be seen 
in public for another 50 years. 
"It's a rare coin that has a 
great story,'' she said. 
Coin Values magazine tales 
the 1801 Adams-Carter silver 
dollar as the seventh most valu- 
able coin in t he world. The most 
valuable is a 1933 S20 double 
eagle that sold for S7.6 million 
in 2002. 
Only 15 of the 1804 silver dol- 
lars are known to have been 
struck, and coin aficionados 
can account for every one of 
them. Six are held by muse- 
ums. 
Lawyers appeal for new trial due to jurors experiments 
By Lisa Cornw.ll 
Associated Press Wntei 
CINCINNATI — A newlywed 
convicted of drowning his wife 
in the bathtub will try to get a 
new trial by alleging that jurors 
took the unusual step of con- 
ducting experiments to probe 
his testimony, legal analysts 
said. 
Ryan Widmer, 28, was con- 
victed April 2 in the bathtub 
death of his 24-year-old wife, 
Sarah, at their Hamilton 
Township home, just north 
of Cincinnati. Defense attor- 
neys suggested at trial that the 
woman may have fallen asleep 
or suffered a medical problem 
while in the tub Aug. 11 and 
that her husband was simply- 
trying to save her. 
The defense's request for a 
new trial is based partly on 
allegations that some jurors 
performed at-home experi- 
ments on how long it takes a 
body to air-dry after a shower 
or bath. Paramedics testified 
that the woman's hair was wet, 
hut that her surroundings and 
her husband appeared dry. 
William Gallagher, a 
Cincinnati criminal defense 
attorney, said there have been 
reports of jurors going back to 
a crime scene to reconstruct 
what occurred, doing Internet 
research and talking with rela- 
tives or friends in some cases. 
But, he said, experiments 
are unusual. 
"It's even rarer to see this 
kind of motion for a new 
trial that is not based on an 
alleged legal error, such as 
improper jury instruction 
or an improper ruling by a 
judge," said Gallagher, who is 
also on the board of directors 
for the National Association for 
Criminal Defense lawyers. 
The judge has postponed a 
hearing on the request for a new 
trial to allow more time to review 
filings in the case. Some legal 
experts expect it to be an uphill 
struggle to win a new trial. 
"lodges are required to do 
JEFF SWINGER 
JAIL- In this AP file photo. Ryan Widmer is 
taken into custody alter being convicted of 
muide'inrj his wife by drowning. 
what they can to sustain jury 
verdicts, and you don't overturn 
a verdict willy-nilly," said Christo 
Lassiter, a criminal law professor 
at the University of Cincinnati. "I 
don't thinkthe judge would order 
a new trial unless he believes 
any juror misconduct makes it 
untenable for the court to have 
continued confidence in the 
verdict." 
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Swine flu fast-moving, now overseas 
By Andr.w S.lsky 
T^eAssociated Press 
MEXICO CITY - Cuba sus- 
pended flights to and from 
Mexico yesterday, becoming 
the first country to impose a 
travel ban, as the fast-mov- 
ing swine flu strain extended 
its reach overseas and in the 
United States. 
World health officials in 
Geneva said they believed the 
virus appears to be establishing 
itself in communities and be 
able to produce larger outbreaks 
outside Mexico. In the U.S., there 
were new reports of hospital- 
izations among those affected, 
and officials are watching for a 
potential flu pandemic. 
"It's a very serious possibil- 
ity, but it is still too early to 
say that this is inevitable," the 
World Health Organization's flu 
chief, Dr. Keiji I-'ukuda, told a 
telephone news conference. 
The global health body insist- 
ed that travel restrictions were 
ineffective, but Cuba's 48-hour 
suspension came as the liU's 
disease control agency as well 
as Canada. Israel and France 
warned against nonessential 
travel to Mexico. 
"Border controls do not work. 
Travel restrictions do not work," 
WHO spokesman Gregory Hartl 
said, recalling the 2003 SABS 
epidemic that killed 774 people, 
mostly in Asia, and slowed the 
global economy. 
There was much more eco- 
nomic disruption caused by 
these measures than there was 
public health benefit," he said, 
adding that WHO is advising 
countries to provide treatment 
for the sick and make sure 
national plans are in place to 
ease the effects of a larger out- 
break. 
Mexico City closed gyms, 
swimming pools and pool halls 
yesterday, and ordered restau- 
rants to limit service to takeout 
— extending a growing shut- 
down that already included 
schools, state-run theaters and 
other public places. 
But the swine flu has already 
spread to at least six countries 
besides Mexico, prompting 
WHO to raise its alert level on 
Monday but not call for travel 
bans or border closings. 
W'l 10 raised the alert level to 
Phase 4, meaning there is sus- 
tained human-to-human trans- 
mission causing outbreaks in at 
least one country. WHO'S pan- 
demic alert system was revised 
after bird flu in Asia began to 
spread in 2004. Monday was the 
first time it has ever been raised 
above Phase 3. 
I-'ukuda cited a New York City 
case in which some students 
were infected with the virus, 
but did not travel like some of 
their infected classmates to 
Mexico, where most of the peo- 
ple confirmed with the virus 
were stricken. He said health 
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SICK: Wearing a lace mask, a man sleeps 
sitting in an empty street m downtown 
Mexico City yesterday World health officials 
raised a global alert as the swine flu was 
blamed for more deaths in Mexico. 
experts are examining the situ- 
ation. 
WHO calls this "community 
transmission" and says it's a 
kej test for gauging whether the 
spread of the virus has reached 
pandemic proportions. 
In the U.S., federal health 
officials said yesterday that the 
number of confirmed cases 
rose to (>4, and states say there 
were at least four more. The l.os 
Angeles County coroner's office 
told the l.os Angeles Times the 
recent deaths of two men were 
being examined for links to 
swine flu. 
Pakistani military bomb Taliban near capitol 
By Chris Brummitt 
The Associated Press 
ISLAMABAD — Pakistani jets 
and attack helicopters struck 
Taliban positions in mountains 
close to the capital yesterday 
as part of a widening offensive 
against militants spreading out 
from the lawless region along 
the border with Afghanistan, 
the military said. 
With residents reporting 
ground troops also moving into 
the Buner area, the operation 
could allay worry in the U.S. 
and other Western nations that 
nuclear-armed Pakistan lacks 
the will to fight extremists in 
the northwest, where al-Qaida 
leader Osama bin Laden is 
thought to he hiding. 
The attack stands to further 
strain a shaky peace deal in the 
Malakand region, which Buner 
is a part of. The truce has been 
widely viewed in the West as a 
surrender to the militants and 
a sign Pakistan's shaky civilian 
government does not recognize 
the threat they pose. 
Pakistan has waged several 
offensives in the border region 
since the Sept. 11, 2001, attack 
on the U.S.. resulting in the 
deaths of dozens of civilians 
and the flight of hundreds of 
thousands of people from their 
homes. 
Officials   have   frequently 
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ATTACK: Pakistani soldiers get ready to pound hideouts of the Taliban and militants in the 
Pakistani district of Lower Dir. where security lorces launched an operation against militants, 
yesterday 
claimed success from the 
assaults, but the ultraconserva- 
tive area remains a haven for 
extremists who use it to stage 
attacks in Afghanistan, accord- 
ing to foreign governments. 
Analysts say the 100,000-plus 
government soldiers in the bor- 
der region have little experience 
in guerrilla operations, hav- 
ing been trained only to light a 
conventional war against long- 
standing enemy India on the 
country's eastern flank. 
Heavily armed militants 
began moving into Buner. 
about 60 miles 1100 kilometers) 
from Islamabad, this month 
from the nearby Swat Valley. 
Swat, a one-time tourist des- 
tination, has turned into a 
militant haven under the peace 
deal, which imposed Islamic 
law in the area in exchange for 
an end to hostilities. 
A military spokesman, Maj. 
Nasir Khan, said jets and heli- 
copters attacked Taliban posi- 
tions in mountains in the 
Babaji Kandao area of Buner 
yesterday afternoon. Casualty 
figures were not immediately 
known. 
The military's chief spokes- 
man, Maj. Gen. Athar Abbas, said 
troops were also moving into the 
region. He estimated the number 
ol insurgents there at 450-,r)00and 
said the operation would be over 
within in a week. 
Mohammad Shahid Khan, 
a taxi driver, said he saw tanks, 
heavy artillery and hundreds of 
soldiers heading over the Ambala 
pass leading to Buner. 
In a sign militants were prepar- 
ing to put up a fight, Taliban fight- 
ers later yesterday took control 
of a police station in the town of 
Pir Biibit, said another military 
official. He insisted on speaking 
anonymously because he was not 
authorized to release details to 
the media. 
London bombers acquitted of terrorist attacks 
By David Stringer 
The Associated Press 
LONDON—Threemencharged 
in London's 2005 suicide bomb- 
ings—Britain's deadliest attack 
since World War II — were 
acquitted of the most serious 
offenses against them yester- 
day in the latest terrorism case 
to frustrate prosecutors. 
A jury found Waheed Ali, 
SadeerSaleeni.andMohammed 
Shakil not guilty of conspiring 
with four suicide bombers who 
blew themselves up on three 
subway cars and a bus on July 
7, 2005, killing 52 people. Ali 
and Shakil were convicted of a 
lesser charge — conspiring to 
attend a terror training camp 
— and will be sentenced today. 
The men were the only peo- 
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ACQUITTED: Sadeer Saleem. right, was 
acquitted along with Waheed Ali of helping 
plan the 2005 London transit bombings 
pie ever charged in the attack. 
A different jury failed to reach a 
verdict in their case last year. 
Andy I layman, a retired 
senior police office who previ- 
ously led the inquiry, said the 
trial had been the "last throw 
of the dice" for investigators. 
There are no new leads and 
police say their inquiry has 
been thwarted by the reluc- 
tance of potential witnesses in 
Britain's Muslim community to 
come forward. 
It was unclear why jurors 
came to their decision. British 
jurors arc barred from speak- 
ing about their deliberations, 
even after a trial ends. 
Lawyers pointed to the com- 
plexity of terrorism trials, which 
can last more than a year and 
involve detailed and sometimes 
confusing evidence gleaned 
from cell phone records and e- 
mail traffic. 
Suspected pirates captured by Seychelles Coast Guard 
By Rukmini Callimachi 
The Assoc ated Press 
NAIROBI, Kenya—T he Seychelles 
took custody of nine pirate sus- 
pects yesterday and accused 
them of trying to hijack a cruise 
liner carrying 1,000 tourists. 
The island nation had dis- 
patched an aircraft to trace the 
men through the Indian Ocean, 
resulting eventually in the cap- 
ture of the suspects. 
The MSC Melody, a luxury 
I 
cruise liner on its way to Europe 
from the southern tip of Africa, 
was attacked Saturday. Pirates 
in speed boats raced up to 
the ship under cover of dark- 
ness and unleashed a volley of 
automatic gunfire, but secu- 
rity guards aboard the linger 
fought them off, returning fire 
and spraying them with a fire 
hose. 
The ship made a distress call, 
and the Seychelles Coast Guard 
sent an aircraft to pinpoint the 
The Daily Crossword Fix 
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1 Apples with screens 
2 Needle case 
3 Server's rewards 
4 Hammed it up 
5 Football official 
6 Blood classification letters 
7 Skim, as soup 
8 Romeo: sports car 
9 Sparkles 
10 Storm center 
11 Mound near a sand trap? 
12 Studio sign 
13 Internet forum mes-     4C 
sages 42 
18 Skin softeners 
22 Symbol after "http; 
24 Soccer player's shoes  48 
ACROSS 
26 Post-op section 
27 Light meal 
28 Golfer's choice 
29 Really large putting 
surface? 
30 Ukrainian port 
33 Org. for Bucks and 
Bulls 
35 Pop singer Brickell 
36 Sax or oboe 
38 Bride's purchase 
Careless 
Halloween mo. 
Hollywood 
-overs 
Explosion sound 
Horse stable 
Go bad 
Throw with strain 
Golf legend Walter 
Bit of deception 
Harrow rival 
Elec. designation 
■    Gotta Have It": 
Spike Lee film 
Nutrition abbr. 
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.. e.g, 
I Cab fare calculator 
6 Old saw 
II Jazz style 
14 One at _ 
15 __ dancer 
16 Game with Skip and Reverse 
cards 
17 Golfer's java-dispensing target? 
19 "If I Ruled the World" rapper 
20 Woman with a habit? 
21 Motorists' org. 
22 "Saturday Night Live" bit 
23 Build 
25 Distance runners 
27 "Who cares?" 
30 Sesame Street grouch 
31 Discount rack abbr. 
32 Correct, as text 
34 Dispenser of theater programs 
37 Open or pigeon add-on 
39 Curved sword 
41 What to do just before the sur- 
prise party starts 
42 Calendario page 
44 Stunning weapon 
46 Golfer's position 
47 Guitar parts 
49 Detected, as a rat? 
51 Cascades peak 
53 Port-au-Prince's country 
54 Bodybuilder's pride, briefly 
55 Lingerie buy 
57 Command used when creating 
a new file name 
61 Dory propeller 
62 Drawing of the area next to 
the fairway? 
64 "_ Got a Secret" 
65 Nurse, vis-a-vis medication 
66 Wear away 
67 Avignon article 
68 "I'm with you. Reverend!" 
shouts 
69 Lip- : mouths the words 
ANSWERS 
• Pregnancy Tests 
• Counseling 
• Post Abortion Counseling 
• Pregnancy Support 
• Adoption Information 
• Limited Ultrasounds 
• Material Assistance 
Reliable information on all options. 
Supportive and professional. 
441 Frazee 419.354.4673 
nvww.bgpc.org 
M-Th (10-5). Fri (10-1) 
Please call lor an appointment 
419  ! 
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For Sale For Rent 
Honda Civic LX '03. excellent cond! 
110,000mi - $7,500 OBO, no accid 
Must sell by 5/09, call 319-290-3212 
Campus Events For Rent 
New FJGSU football helmet cakes & 
Frieda Falcon eggs. Call 
419-308-8542 to order for graduation 
or e-mail Tobtservice@cs.com 
Services Offered 
Offering hair services for donations! 
All proceeds to A.C.S. Relay tor Life. 
Bliss Salon -110 Wooster St. BG 
Call 419-352-2299 for April 30 appf 
Southside Storage. 993 S. Main St, 
has units available for summer! 
Call 419-353-8206 
Personals 
Reward leading to arrest/ conviction 
of those involved in assault on 4/25 
on shuttle at Enclave. Call 352-2571 
Wanted 
Bartenders and servers wanted: 
Must be available weekends. 
BG Country Club. 923 Fairview Ave 
Female subleaser needed for 
summer '09, $310/mo 2 blocks from 
campus, fully turn. Call Michelle at 
419-377-8284/Jaime 419-908-3290 
Room-mates needed for Aug. '09, 
huge 3 BR. 2 bath house. 141 Troup, 
$280-S350/mo. call 419-308-3944 
Roommate needed to sublease room 
in house w/ 4 girls, 146 S. College, 
Aug 09-Aug '10 , call 419-410-7150. 
Help Wanted 
location of the pirates, accord- 
ing to a government statement. 
The plane spent five hours in 
the air surveying the ocean, 
photographing the pirates' skiff 
and marking its position. 
The Coast (iuard transmitted 
the information to a Spanish 
frigate, which tracked the 
alleged pirate skiff and stopped 
it Sunday. Nine people on the 
skiff were apprehended and 
handed over to the Seychelles, 
the statement said. 
'BARTENDING' up to S300/day  No 
exp. necessary. Training provided 
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174. 
400 Counselors/Instructors needed! 
Coed summer camps in Poconos PA 
Call 800-488-4321 www lohikan.com 
SUMMER OPENINGS 
Rex. scried, $14.25 base - appt, 
customer sales/service, will train. 
all ages 17+, interview now, 
start after finals! Call 419-740-7299 
SoutASccCc Stomxae 
Units available 
for Summer! 
Clean ■ Paved « Fenced-in 
5«10 • 10x10 • 10x15 
• ACROSS FROM KOHL HALL * 
2 BR apt - 1026 E Wooster, 
S595'mo, avail NOW! 
2 huge BR apt - 1024 E. Wooster. 
S495/mo, avail August 
1 BR apt. - 920 E. Wooster. 
S495/mo incl. all util, avail. Aug 09. 
2 - 2BR apts - 920 E. Wooster, 
S695/mo. avail May & Aug 
Call 614-668-1116. 
" 2 and 3 BR apts/houses. 09-10 sy. 
see Car1yrentals.com 
or call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm 
1 & 2 BR apts, close to campus, 
avail, in May. for more info 
call Gary at 419-352-5414 
1 & 2 BR apts, quiet. Sign up now for 
fall, save up to S1200 
Susan- 419-841-9816, 419-345-4768 
12 month leases starling May 2009: 
841 3rd - 3BR duplex, $900 ♦ util, 
525 Manville - 3BR house 
S700/mo + utilities, 
424 S. College - 3BR house 
S700/mo + utilities, 
818/822 2nd St-2BR, 
$510/mo + gas/elec 
12 month leases starting Aug 2009: 
837 3rd St - 3BR duplex, 
$885/mo .util 
322 E Court *5 -1BR. $435 incl. util. 
453 S. Prospect B-1BR. 
$330/mo + electric. 
www.bgapartments.com 
S Smith Contracting 
419-352-8917 
1 BR apt. dose to campus, 
$395/mo + electric, pet friendly. 
Avail now & Aug, call 419-708-9981. 
1 BR avail. Aug. 09. 
443 N. Enterprise, $300/mo. 
1BR avail Aug 09, 
112 Ridge St, $350/mo. 
Efficiency apt avail, 
443 N Enterprise, $250/mo. 
Call 419-308-2458. 
1 BR sublet apt, 1st block of College. 
great space, A/C, $400/mo +util, 
Call 734-620-7894 
2BR duplex w/ Irg LR, util w/ W/D, 
8th & High St, $595/mo. garage avail 
avail May, call 419-352-8872 
Eai-r^l' — 
993 S. Main 
419.353.8206 
—Now Renting— 
Apartments and Houses 
Available May and August 
2BR duplex, Irg LR. Irg bath w/ W/D, 
garage avail, $595/mo, avail May, 
call 419-352-8872 
2BR, 1 bath - Garden Grove Town- 
houses, $495/mo 12 mo lease +dep, 
$545/mo school year lease ♦ dep. 
$570/mo semester lease + dep, 
Pay in lull - pay next lower amount! 
Call 419-353-5891 
3 room efficiency, furnished. 
$375/mo. available May 1st. 
Call 419-601-3225 
3BR house available August. 
606 5th St. $850/mo -util. excellent 
condition! Call 419-308-2458. 
3BR. 2 bath - house w/ den, 5th St. 
$750/mo, avail May, 
call 419-352-8872. 
426 E. Wooster, Lg 1 Bdrm. 
avail Fall 2009, $475/mo. utils incl 
Call 419-352-5882 
4BR, 2 bath - house, bsmt w/ W/D 
hookup. Wooster St, $1050/mo, 
avail May, call 419-352-8872 
Apts Studio- 1.2 8 3BR, 
www.fiterentals.com 
May & Aug, call 419-353-8206 
Avail Aug. Great houses, Great loca- 
tions! t BR -$395/mo, 3BR -$795/mo. 
Also properties zoned for 
5 -$1200/mo & 6 -$1600/mo. 
Call 419-353-0326 for details. 
Ask about security deposit specials! 
Avail now, newly remodeled apt w/ 
3 BR, each w/ phv. bath & entrance. 
Close to campus, S950'mo + elec. 
Call 419-708-9981. 
Avail. May 1, 1 -2 BR house, W/D, 
close to campus, $385/mo per pers. 
Call 937-726-7703 
Basement Apt., Near Campus 
$350/mo, util. incl. 
Call 419-352-5882 
Shamrock Storage -1724 E Wooster, 
Summer storage near campus avail. 
Call 419-354-0070 to reserve today! 
Subleaser needed. May-Aug, 2BR 
house, great location, W/D, A/C, 
$350/mo * util, call 614-746-9871. 
Summit Hill 414 / 418 S. Summit St. 
2.BR. A/C garage, W/D, remodeled, 
spacious, pet friendly, new low price! 
Avail Now -1 BR's © The Highlands, 
Call 419-354-6036. 
Very nice, large 3-4 BR, block frm 
campus W/D, garage, rsc room, 
pet friendly, call 419-806-4219. 
LIVYWOODAPTS.-* 
$8 - $14+ an hour! 
1-2 Days per week during school 
Full Time during summer break 
www.homecltylce.com 
NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED • WILL TRAIN 
1-800-899-8070 
Bdrms./Studios 
Spring Special: 
Reduced Rail 
« 
Near BGSU, private 
palio/entntnce, extra 
storage, pets welcome 
short-term leases avail. 
Also, no Security 
Deposit and 1/2 nil 1st 
month if you move in 
before 5/31/09.- 
419-352-7691 BHO? 
•Restrictions Apply ^p 
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